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Abstract

Direct picosecond laser-textured glass substrates were investigated for the application in

thin-film solar cells. Commercially available aluminoborosilicate glass with alkali (Type I),

earth alkali (Type II) and soda-lime (Type III) glass substrates were textured with varying

scribing speed and pulse energy. The results showed that the electronic properties of the

reference glass substrates influenced the dimensions of the ablated crater. The diameter

of the ablated isolated crater decreased with decreasing pulse energy. Decreasing the

scribing speed changed the texture from periodic to random.

Highly textured substrates showed broadband light scattering in the UV and NIR

region, which reduced the transmission due to the increased surface multi-reflections and

absorption. The refractive index of periodically textured Type I and III glass substrates

increased and Type II decreased following ablation. Numerical modelling suggested that

the refractive index change was higher in highly textured substrates in comparison to

periodically textured substrates. Great refractive index change (∆n > 0.05) increased

the reflection at the glass/AZO interface whereas the reduced refractive index change

showed a greater impact on the reflection than the increased refractive index.

Raman analysis suggested that the variation in the three- and four-fold rings or Si-

O-S linkages in Type II were responsible for the changed refractive index. Elevation and

red-shift of the low-frequency region of the Boson peak of highly textured substrates indi-

cated that further physical and structural properties of the glass substrates deteriorated

following ablation at low scribing speeds. Furthermore, annealing the highly textured

glass substrates at 150-450°C reduced the structural modifications.

The changed glass surface morphology altered the substrate-film interface energy, mis-

match and hence AZO growth. The step coverage on rounded textures improved and was

assumed to contribute the most to the decreased resistivity, increased charge carrier con-

centration and Hall mobility observed in AZO films in comparison to reference and highly

textured substrates. The amorphous content in the AZO films increased with rising glass

texture and assumed to be responsible for the increased band gap. The strain in the

films on periodically textured substrates decreased and improved the crystallinity, which

possibly reduced the band gap.

The performance of unoptimised solar cells on laser-textured glass (table 6.1) was

partly comparable to optimized solar cells reported in literature (table 2.2). Optimizing

the deposition conditions for textured substrates is hence expected to improve the solar

cell performance significantly. Simulation results showed that reduced TCO thickness to

the identified optimal 50 nm reduced parasitic absorption significantly while increasing

antireflection behaviour λ <600 nm. State of the art ultra-thin solar cells with 50 nm TCO

and 150 nm i-aSi:H on highly textured substrates demonstrated a superior performance

with the highest Jph (12.5 mA/cm2) in comparison to both the flat and textured reference

(table 7.1).
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Zusammenfassung

Aluminoborosilikatglas mit Alkali (Typ I), Erdalkali (Typ II) und Natronkalkglas (Typ

III) wurden mit einem gepulsten Picosekundenlaser strukturiert und für die Anwendung in

Dünnschicht-Solarzellen untersucht. Die Ergebnisse zeigen, dass die elektronischen Eigen-

schaften der Referenzsubstrate die Dimensionen der ablatierten Krater beeinflusst. Der

Durchmesser der Krater und die Periodizität der Oberflächenstruktur nehmen mit ab-

nehmender Pulsenergie bzw. Schreibgeschwindigkeit ab.

Stark strukturierte Substrate zeigen eine breitbandige Streuung im UV und NIR

Spektralbereich. Die Mehrfachreflexionen auf der Oberfläche reduzieren die Transmis-

sion und erhöhen die Absorption. Periodisch strukturierte Typ I und III zeigen eine

erhöhte und Typ II Substrate einen verringerten Brechungsindex im Vergleich zur Ref-

erenz. Numerische Modellierungen zeigen, dass die Brechungsindexänderung im Vergleich

in stark strukturierten Substraten höher ist als in periodisch strukturierten Substraten.

Die Brechungsindexänderung (∆n > 0.05) erhöht die Reflexion an der Glas/AZO Gren-

zfläche, wobei ein reduzierter Brechungsindex einen größeren Einfluss hat.

Die Raman Ergebnisse zeigen, dass die Umstrukturierung der Drei- und Vierfachringe

oder Si-O-S-Bindungen in Typ II für den geänderten Brechungsindex verantwortlich sind.

Eine starke Ablation verursacht eine Erhöhung und Rotverschiebung im Niederfrequenzbere-

ich des Bosonenpeaks, die wiederum ein Hinweis auf einer Verschlechterung der physikalis-

chen und strukturellen Eigenschaften der Glassubstrate ist. Eine Temperaturbehandlung

der stark strukturierten Glassubstrate bei 150-450°C verringerte die strukturellen Än-

derungen.

Die veränderte Glasoberflächenmorphologie ändert außerdem die Glas/AZO Gren-

zflächenenergie, und damit die Fehlanpassung und das Wachstum der AZO Schichten.

Die verbesserte Konformität der Schichten auf gerundeten Texturen ist wahrscheinlich

für die verbesserten elektrischen und strukturellen Eigenschaften der AZO Schichten ve-

rantwortlich. Der amorphe Gehalt in den Schichten steigt mit der Glassubstratrauigkeit

und könnte für die erhöhte Bandlücke verantwortlich sein. Die Schichtspannung auf peri-

odisch strukturierten Substraten ist vermutlich geringer, verbessert die Kristallinität und

reduziert möglicherweise die Bandlücke des AZOs.

Die Leistung von unoptimierten Solarzellen auf laser-strukturierten Glassubstraten

(Tabelle 2.2) sind zum Teil vergleichbar mit optimierten Solarzellen aus der Literatur

(Tabelle 6.1). Es ist daher zu erwarten, dass das Optimieren der Abscheidungsbedingungen

für strukturierte Substrate die Leistung der Solarzellenzelle erheblich verbessern wird. Die

Simulationsergebnisse zeigen, dass ein reduzierte TCO-Dicke auf 50 nm die parasitäre

Absorption signifikant reduziert, während das Antireflexionsverhalten für λ <600 nm

zunimmt. Ultradünne Solarzellen mit 50 nm TCO und 150 nm i-aSi:H auf strukturierten

Substraten zeigen eine hervorragende Leistung mit dem höchsten Jph (12.5 mA/cm2) im

Vergleich zur flachen und strukturierten Referenz (Tabelle 7.1).
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1 Introduction

The current world population of 7.2 billion is predicted to increase to 9.6 billion in 2050

[1]. Great challenges are posed by the high energy demand per capita, particularly in Or-

ganization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) nations and the strong

economic growth of non-OECD nations. The energy consumption is projected to grow by

56% between 2010 and 2040 [1]. Currently, the demand is quenched by almost 80% with

fossil fuels [2] which are rapidly depleting. Most importantly, greenhouse gas emissions

such as carbon dioxide (CO2) from fossil fuel combustion have severe environmental im-

pacts. Renewable energy sources and lower energy lifestyles are thus inevitable to mitigate

climate changes for a sustainable future.

The most important renewable energies are hydro, wind and photovoltaic (PV) [3].

The PV market is dominated by silicon wafer-based modules with a 90% share and effi-

ciencies as high as 25% for crystalline solar cells [4]. The other 10% belong to thin-films

solar cells [5]], some based on perovskite [6] which have gained great interest due to the

recently developed lead-free manufacturing method [7] and efficiencies around 14% [4].

Cadmium telluride (CdTe) solar cells with efficiencies about 19.6% [4] have also gained

attention due to the recent progress in replacing the cadmium chloride (CdCl2) used in the

doping process with a water-soluble, non-toxic and low-cost magnesium chloride MgCl2
[8] salt also used in Tofu production, thus giving the technology its nickname „Tofu solar

cells“ in the media. For these technologies to compete with conventional methods, further

reduction in costs and increase in efficiencies is still necessary.

Silicon-based thin-film technology has the potential for low-cost, rapid large-area in-

dustrial production and low energy-payback time [9]. The abundance of the raw material

silicon and less material required than for conventional wafer silicon solar cells rank among

the major advantages of the technology. Examples of silicon thin-film solar cells include

hydrogenated amorphous (aSi:H) and microcrystalline (µcSi:H) single and multi-junction

solar cells. Current solar cell efficiencies are 10.1% for single junction aSi:H in the super-

strate configuration (pin) [10], 10.8% for single junction pin µcSi:H [11] and 12.3% for the

multi-junction tandem aSi:H/µcSi:H (micromorph) [4].

One method used to increase the conversion efficiencies in these solar cells is the use

of textured interfaces. The incident light is diffuse-scattered into the solar cell to increase

internal multi-reflections and the effective optical path [12]. The solar cell absorption is

increased and the required effective absorber thickness reduced. This concept of light in-

coupling is an advantage to reduce production costs. For amorphous silicon thin-film solar

cells, thinner absorber layers are also important to decrease the light-induced degradation

[13].
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1 INTRODUCTION

Light management is required for spectral regions where the absorber layers have a

low absorption coefficient. This is commonly achieved by randomly textured transparent

conductive oxide (TCO) [12]. Broadband light scattering is enhanced by double-textures,

a superposition of larger and smaller lateral features to increase the scattered spectral

range [14]. This can for example be achieved by texturing glass substrates [15] with high

lateral dimensions and coating it a TCO (≈1 µm), which is subsequently textured to

obtain a finer texture [16, 17]. One disadvantage of this approach is that the parasitic

absorption of the relatively thick TCO film is enhanced.

Alternatively light in-coupling is achieved by introducing an appropriately textured

glass surface [18]. One major advantage is that ultra-thin and untexturable electrodes can

and must be used to avoid front contact parasitic absorption. However, the reduced TCO

thickness influences the optoelectronic properties conversely. Studies demonstrate that

optimised TCOs, such hydrogenated indium oxide (IOH), show promise for this applica-

tion [17]. Alternative electrodes with new and upcoming materials such graphene, a 2D

carbon material [19] embedded in amorphous or polycrystalline transparent semiconduc-

tor, such as zinc oxide (ZnO), can be investigated for this application. The technological

advancements demonstrate that applicable ultra-thin electrodes are available. However,

a simple method of effectively texturing the glass surface is still necessary.

The methods used to texture the glass substrates include wet-chemical etching with

highly corrosive acids, such as hydrofluoric acid (HF) [16], reactive ion etching (RIE)

[20] and lithography [17] using indirect laser patterning [21, 22]. The disadvantages of

these methods include the complexity, required resources and toxic waste that requires

disposal. From this point of view, direct laser ablation using either single or multi-

laser pulse shots to remove material from the substrate surface [23, 24] is a simpler and

appealing alternative. Nanosecond laser technology already finds application in thin-film

solar cells for the monolithic connecting into modules [25].

Using a picosecond laser for texturing substrates could allow an integration of the

texturing step into production line. This could be achieved by integrating ps optics in

the system. Given the very-efficient and fast-laser technology, this approach promises to

reduce the required time for external substrate processing, toxic waste disposal and thus

an added benefit in production efficiency. However, several aspects have to be taken into

consideration. The quality of the texture depends on both the target material and the

laser parameters. Topological variations following ablation are accompanied by structural

modifications, defects or micro-cracks formation. These can have a detrimental impact

on the front contact and solar cells stability and performance.

The aim of this work is to investigate the potential of picosecond (ps) laser-textured

glass substrates for light management in thin-film solar cells. For this purpose, the mor-

phological changes of the glass substrates following ablation with varying pulse energy

and scribing speed were systematically studied. Aluminium doped zinc oxide (AZO)

2



1 INTRODUCTION

was deposited on the differently textured glass substrates and the optoelectronic and

structural properties were analysed. Finally, single junction pin and nip solar cells and

multi-junction solar cells were deposited on the differently textured substrates. The thesis

is structured as follows:

1. Literature review The principle of thin-film silicon solar cells is shortly outlined

to introduce the investigated single junction substrate and superstrate and multi-

junction configuration. The essential aim of light in-coupling is discussed with a

literature overview of current efficiencies. The scientific advances regarding textured

glass substrates for light in-coupling are reviewed to emphasise the contribution of

this study.

2. Experimental details Characterisation techniques used to quantify the perfor-

mance of the solar cells are presented. The methods of determining the topology

and morphology of textured substrates and the optoelectronic properties of films are

outlined. The angular resolved intensity (ADI) measurement technique and data

processing used to assess the light scattering capabilities of the textured substrates

is described to allow a better understanding and comparison with simulated results.

3. Glass substrates

(a) Experiment: Laser texturing of glass substrates Picosecond laser tex-

turing of multi-component glass is studied. The underlying physics of the inter-

action between the short-pulsed laser and dielectric material is briefly outlined.

The topologies are statistically evaluated to assess the potential for the appli-

cation in thin-film solar cells configurations. In addition, the optical properties

of the substrates are discussed.

(b) Simulation: Refractive index variation The extent of the refractive in-

dex change observed in periodically textured substrates is discussed. Limited

characterisation possibilities for optically rough substrates were compensated

for numerical modelling. The results are discussed to provide better compre-

hension of how the hypothetically high refractive index change influences the

solar cell performance.

(c) Experiment: Raman optical properties The structural modifications in

the differently textured glass substructures are interpreted from Raman mea-

surements. The analysis aims to identify the structural units most affected

by laser texturing. Annealing is studied as a possible method of reducing and

reversing the structural modification and the results are presented.

4. Experiment: Aluminium doped zinc oxide The optoelectronic and microstruc-

ture properties of AZO films deposited on laser-textured glass substrates are dis-

3



1 INTRODUCTION

cussed. First, the theoretical growth models are outlined for a better understanding

of how the surface texture and chemistry influence thin-film growth.

5. Experiment: Silicon thin-film solar cells The performance of pin, nip and

tandem solar cells deposited on AZO coated textured substrates are shown. The

influence of the differently textured glass substrates on the solar cells performance

is outlined.

6. Simulation: Optimisation of TCO in pin aSi:H The optimisation of TCO and

solar cell deposition are out of scope of this study. Numerical modelling is therefore

used as a tool to demonstrate the potential of reducing the TCO thickness. The

performance of ultra-thin pin aSi:H solar cells on highly textured glass substrates is

illustrated.

7. Summary and outlook Finally, the main aspects covered and the results of the

thesis are summarized, concluding with the achieved contribution to the scientific

community.

4



2 Literature review

Single junction and multi-junction silicon thin-film solar cells are introduced. The prin-

ciple of the pin structure is shortly outlined to show how optoelectronic properties of

the TCO influence the solar cell operation. The essential aim of light in-coupling and

its impact on the solar cells performance are elaborated. Also a literature overview of

state-of-the-art of thin-film solar cells efficiencies is given with respect to textured glass

substrates and the aim and scope of this study are emphasised.

2.1 Silicon thin-film solar cells

Amorphous silicon (aSi) has a short-range order with a high defect density due to dangling

bonds. These act as recombination centres and impend the charge carrier transportation

[26]. The high defect density limits the application of aSi as a functional absorber layer

in solar cells. This is a negative effect from the perspective of solar cell application

and compensated by incorporating hydrogen (aSi:H). Hydrogen passivates the dangling

bonds. Increasing the hydrogen content during deposition leads to the transition of the

amorphous material to microcrystalline (µcSi:H) material with long-range order [26].

Optical and electrical properties of aSi:H and µcSi:H are different. The band gap Eg

of aSi:H is ≈1.7 eV and is considerably higher than that of µcSi:H ≈1.1 eV [26, 27]. ASi:H

thus absorbs light in the UV-VIS range and µcSi:H in the near infrared (NIR) spectrum.

The combination of single junction solar cells to form multi-junction micromorph solar

cells is thus advantageous for harvesting a broader solar spectrum [28].

Figure 2.1 shows the different configurations of silicon thin-film solar cells. The super-

strate pin structure (2.1a) requires transparent and conducting front contact such as AZO

and a highly reflection back contact, either a metal such as Silver (Ag) or a TCO/metal

multilayer. Glass as a substrate has the advantage of a wider range of deposition param-

eters for the front contacts including high temperatures.

The nip configuration (2.1b) on the other hand allows a wide range of substrates

ranging from glass to flexible synthetic and metallic foils. However, the application of

synthetic substrates limits the deposition parameters. The back contact (BC) must be

transparent and the front contact (FC) and substrate can be opaque, respectively. Util-

ising transparent FC and BC in both pin and nip allows the bifacial application (2.1c)

as demonstrated for the nip configuration. This has the advantage that light can enter

the solar cell from both sides [29] and the conversion efficiency can be increased from

summation of the double-sided gain.

In both configuration and application, the intrinsic silicon layer embedded between

5



2 LITERATURE REVIEW 2.2 Light management
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Figure 2.1: Thin-film solar cells in the (2.1a) superstrate and (2.1b) substrate configuration. By using

a transparent back contact, both configurations can be operated as bifacial solar cells, as demonstrated

for the (2.1c) nip configuration

the positively (p) and negatively (n) doped layers [30] is the functional unit of the so-

lar cell structure. The detailed physics of the solar cells can be found elsewhere [30].

Incident photons with sufficient energy generate electron-hole pairs in the i-layer, which

are separated and transported through the doped membranes [30]. The p-doped layer is

“selectively permeable” to electrons and the n-layer to holes [30]. Light is intentionally

incident through the p-layer because the holes are less mobile than the electrons in the

n-layer [26]. Both amorphous and microcrystalline p-layers have a relatively low conduc-

tivity [31]. The TCO is used as an additional layer to achieve good lateral conduction

with low resistive losses [31].

The optoelectronic properties of the TCO are therefore crucial for the efficiency of

the pin and nip configuration [31]. As an example, the TCO film thickness influences

the amount of light reaching the absorber material. The TCO resistivity and quality

of the TCO/p interface, which is potentially a Schottky pn-junction in the case of AZO,

influence the lateral resistivity. These parameters are reflected in the optical and electrical

performance of the entire solar cells.

2.2 Light management

Light trapping aims to increase the light absorption in the absorber material and conse-

quently the conversion efficiency. It is achieved by several methods including texturing

surfaces. This approach aims to increase the probability of light being reflected at the

subsequent layer [12, 14, 28, 31–34], particularly for wavelengths with high penetration

depths.

Figure 2.2 shows the light in-coupling concept for thin-film solar cells deposited on

6



2 LITERATURE REVIEW 2.2 Light management

textured TCO (2.2a) and textured glass (2.2b). The texture on the surface is translated

into the following interfaces when films are deposited. The geometry on the subsequent

layers is changed because aSi:H grows isotropically [35] and µcSi:H anisotropically. The

lateral dimensions are extended and the height is reduced [36]. Smaller features disap-

pear and sharp edges are smoothed [37] respectively rounded. Variation in the geometry

influences light propagation.

Substrate

TCO

pin a-Si:H

TCO

Metal

(a)

Metal

TCO

pin a-Si:H

TCO

Substrate

(b)

Figure 2.2: Schematic of a pin aSi:H on textured (2.2a) TCO [12] and (2.2b) carrier substrate

The relationship between the lateral dimension of the scattering feature with a lateral

dimension D and the wavelength of the incident light determines the scattering regime

[38]. For the investigated texture dimensions and wavelengths relevant for silicon thin-

film solar cells, the blue region of the spectrum is characterised by the Rayleigh regime

D≪ λ, which shows a high lateral scattering. For D≈ λ, the Mie scattering results in a

partly forward oriented scattering and dominates the green region. Geometric scattering

D≫ λ is mostly forward oriented and dominates the red spectral region. . Distribution

of differently sized features on the surface is advantageous for broadband light scattering.

Yablonovitch calculated an upper limit of 4n2 for absorption enhancement in transparent

mediums with the refractive index n [39].

The texture further reduces the reflection at the TCO/Si interface according to the ef-

fective medium approximation [40]. The TCO film also acts as a quarter of the wavelength

antireflection layer. With decreasing TCO thickness, the antireflection condition is shifted

to the blue region of the spectrum and vice versa for increasing TCO thickness. The an-

tireflection behaviour for high energetic wavelengths requires small and sharp features,

while low energetic wavelengths require large features for an effective light scattering [17].

7



2 LITERATURE REVIEW 2.2 Light management

Also, the texture increases the surface area, which increases the volume of absorber ma-

terial. Reduced reflection, increased optical path and effective absorber material increase

the probability of the photons being absorbed.

Research on textured interfaces aims to optimise the topology for efficient light scat-

tering while maintaining good electrical properties [17]. Technological advances made on

textured TCO, textured glass and highly conducting electrodes for the application in sili-

con thin-film solar cells are detailed in the following literature review. The methods used

to texture the substrates and the analysed solar cells structures are discussed. This aims

to allow a better comparison to the method used in this study, emphasise the simplicity

of the texturing technique and highlight the significance of the results achieved (Chapter

6).

2.2.1 Textured TCO substrates

Textured TCO is commonly used to scatter the light at the TCO/Si interfaces. Period-

ically and randomly textured TCO is obtained from different deposition techniques and

texturing methods [10, 12, 14, 16, 26, 28, 31–35, 40–44]. The confirmed efficiencies of

silicon solar cells deposited on differently textured TCO using such mechanisms are listed

in table 2.1. Moreover, the relationship between the efficiency (η), open circuit voltage

(VOC), short circuit current density (JSC) and fill factor (FF) ) are elaborated in Chapter

3, section 3.6.

Solar Cell Substrate η VOC JSC FF

TCO % mV mA/cm2 %

pin aSi:H LPCVD-ZnO 10.1±0.3 886 16.75 67.8 [10]

nip µcSi:H HC-AZO 10.8±0.3 523 28.24 73.2 [11]

pin aSi:H/µcSi:H AZO 12.3±0.3 1365 12.93 69.4 [4]

Table 2.1: Confirmed efficiencies of silicon thin-film solar cells deposited on textured TCO and

measured under standard testing conditions

Banagli et al. demonstrate that LPCVD ZnO pyramidal texture as front and back con-

tact improves the efficiency in pin aSi:H [4, 10]. Sai et al. show that periodic Honeycomb

(HC) textured substrates with dimensions of 1.5 µm are advantageous for light in-coupling

nip µcSi:H solar cells [11]. Green et al. review the efficiencies of pin aSi:H/µcSi:H de-

posited on textured AZO [4].

2.2.2 Textured glass substrates

Studies show that textured glass substrates improve the conversion efficiency compared

to flat references [16]. Various chemical and physical methods are available to texture

the glass substrates from periodic [36, 43, 45–47] to random [15–18, 20, 48–52]. Table 2.2
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lists the efficiencies reported for silicon thin-film solar cells deposited on textured glass

substrates.

Solar Cell Substrate η VOC JSC FF

Glass % mV mA/cm2 %

pin aSi:H periodic 8.70 833 14.8 70.70 [36]

random 8.00 860 14.26 65.20 [50]

nip aSi:H periodic 8.10 886 12.95 71.00 [43]

pin µcSi:H random 493 20.00 69.00 [52]

pin aSi:H/µcSi:H Random 10.90 1393 10.90 71.90 [15]

Random 14.10 1411 28.30 71.50 [17]

Table 2.2: Reported efficiencies of silicon thin-film solar cells deposited on textured glass substrates

Periodic textures have been investigated for both pin and nip solar cells. Isabella et

al. investigate pin aSi:H on periodically textured substrates and the observed optimum

performance on grating period (P) =400 nm and height (h)=300 nm [46]. They obtain

the results from simulations of the structure glass, AZO (800 nm), p-aSiC:H (20 nm), i-

aSi:H(300 nm), n-aSi:H( 20 nm), ZnO (100 nm), with aSiC:H hydrogenated silicon carbide

[46]. The experimental validation of a similar solar cell structure on 1D grating shows the

best performance on diffraction grating with P = 600 nm and h = 300 nm [36] (table 2.2).

Naqavi et al. and Söderström et al. report on simulation [47] and experiment [43] of

nip deposited on 1D grating substrates. Both investigations study the structure config-

uration BC, Ag (120 nm), ZnO (60 nm), n-aSi:H (200 nm), aSi:H (17 nm), ITO (65/60

nm) where ITO is indium tin oxide. Naqavi et al. identify the “sawtooth” gratings as

the optimal texture and observe a change in antireflection in the short wavelengths with

changing grating shape and depth [47]. Söderström et al. obtain the 1D gratings exper-

imentally by UV-nano-imprint lithography [43]. They conclude the 1D gratings are not

ideal for light scattering for the application in nip solar cells due to wavelength selectiv-

ity and polarization sensitivity [43]. In addition, they attribute the observed absorption

enhancement (table 2.2) to the excitation of guided modes [43, 47].

Sahraei et al. show that random textures in the micron range obtained from aluminium-

induced glass texturing (AIT) [18] are more suitable. They define the optimum autocor-

relation length for AIT glass between 75-150 nm [48] and show that pin aSi:H absorption

increases in comparison with the reference. They study the structure configuration glass

(texture), AZO (900 nm), p-aSi:H (25 nm), i-aSi:H (117/270 nm), n-aSi:H (20 nm),

AZO(100 nm) [18].

An alternative physical texturing method studied by Taniguchi et al. is sandblasting

bombardment of SiC fine particles [50]. They show that various textures can be obtained

by changing the nozzle-substrate distance, particle size and jet pressure [50]. The perfor-

mance of the structure glass (texture), ITO, ZnO, p-aSi:H (12 nm), i-aSi:H (200 nm) and
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n-aSi:H (30 nm) on sandblast textured substrates is shown in table 2.2.

Etching methods are often used and required in multi-step texturing techniques such

as lithography [43]. Hongsingthong et al. investigate reactive ion etching (RIE) using

carbon tetrafluoride (CF4) to texture the glass and additionally wet-chemical etch the

AZO with HCl [20]. They obtain double textures with high roughness of σrms=250 nm

and observe that JSC of pin aSi:H deposited on the textured substrates increases [20].

Also, they investigate the structure in the configuration glass (texture), AZO (1000 nm)

(texture), p-aSiO:H (buffer), i-aSi:H (300/400 nm), n-cSiO:H, Ag, Al [20].

Zhang et al. also investigate ion beam etching of glass substrates and obtain topolo-

gies comparable to sputtered and post wet-chemical etched AZO by adjusting etching

parameters [52]. The surface texture of the glass had crater depths in the range of h >500

nm and roughness σrms >115 nm, respectively. The performance of single junction µcSi:H

solar cells (table 2.2) deposited on the highly textured substrates decreased compared to

state-of-the-art wet-chemically textured AZO. Furthermore, Zhang et al. observe that

the AZO properties deteriorate on highly textured substrates [52]. The structure and

thicknesses investigated were glass(texture), AZO (500 nm), pin µcSi:H (1100 nm), AZO

(80 nm), Ag (700 nm).

Neubert et.al show that the performance of micromorph pin aSi:H/µcSi:H solar cells on

wet-chemical etched glass substrates is comparable to textured AZO [15]. They employ

several steps of etching with inorganic fluorine to texture the glass substrates and obtain

lateral feature dimensions of approximately 700 nm. The solar cell structure investigated

glass (texture), SiOx:Ny (60 nm), AZO (250 nm) (texture), p-µcSiOx:H, i-aSi:H (270

nm), n-µcSiOx:H, n-µcSiOx:H, i-µcSi:H (1750 nm), n-µcSiOx:H, Ag, Al showed acceptable

performance as shown in table 2.2.

Improved performance of tandem solar cells on textured glass is reported by Boccard

et al. [17]. They deposit the solar cells on glass textured by “high-fidelity UV-nil nano-

imprint lithography technique” [17]. They investigate the structure consisting of glass

(texture), IOH (120 nm), ZnO (1000 nm), SiOx:H (60 nm), pin-aSi:H (290 nm), pin-

µcSi:H (2600 nm), ZnO (2400 nm), white paint [17]. The BC was an LPCVD ZnO which

was highly doped and had the properties RS ≈ 50 Ω, ND = 4 × 1019 cm3 and µH =

30 cm2/Vs. the ZnO was additionally coated with white dielectric reflector [17]. The

performance of the solar cell is shown in table 2.2.

2.2.3 Highly conducting ultra-thin <200 nm electrodes

Another aspect to be taken into consideration is the required and technologically possible

properties of the front electrodes deposited on the textured glass substrates. For this

application, the electrodes ideally have to be (I) highly transparent to reduce parasitic

absorption and (II) highly conducting to reduce the resistivity losses. There is however a

trade-off between these properties. Studies have further shown that the electrical proper-
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ties of AZO deteriorate with increasing texture on the glass surface [52].

The technological advances made to obtain ultra-thin and highly conducting electrodes

aim to investigate alternative materials, optimise the growth and adjust the deposition

conditions, respectively [17, 19]. Boccard et al. obtain 120 nm hydrogenated indium oxide

(IOH) with a high mobility µH > 100 cm2/Vs, low carrier density ND = 1 × 1020 cm3

and low sheet resistance RS < 50 Ω [17]. These films are further highly transparent for

a wide spectral range relevant to tandem solar cell operation because the charge carrier

density is low [17].

Studies demonstrate that upcoming materials such graphene, a 2D carbon material and

nanotubes [19] can be used as an alternative transparent electrode in high efficiency thin-

film photovoltaic technologies. Comparable optoelectronic properties are obtained. The

technology shows the potential for low-cost and large-area production by chemical vapour

deposition (CVD), a technique commonly applied in the thin-film industry [19, 53, 54].

Graphene is however highly absorbing. Hence only mono or double layers embedded

in semiconductors such as ZnO [54, 55], which can be exploited as antireflection layers

between the carrier substrate (also flexible substrates) and absorber material could be

promising candidates. This approach can be beneficial in the search for low-cost front

alternative electrodes and absorber materials and find application in a variety of inorganic

and organic photovoltaics in either superstrate pin or substrate nip also for bi-facial

application configurations.

To summarise, the review shows that a range of electrodes are available and applicable

for thin-film solar cells on textured glass substrates. The literature review also shows that

textured glass substrates have several advantages, which have been realised experimen-

tally. Efficiencies comparable to state-of-the-art textured AZO (table 2.1) concepts are

demonstrated for solar cell on textured glass substrates (table 2.2). However, the chemical

etching based methods used to texture the glass substrates are rather complex and often

require several processing steps and are thus resource consuming. This is indeed a crucial

aspect for production costs. Simple texturing methods would contribute to advancing the

concept and form the basis of this work.

Few studies have been dedicated to laser texturing as a method to achieve light in-

coupling in thin-film solar cells. Nanosecond lasers are readily used in photovoltaics for

monolithic connection of modules [25]. Moore et. al study laser-textured glass for the

application as solar cells encapsulation [24]. They however employ very large grooves with

72-947 µm depth and 146-213 µm width [24]. The more commonly found application for

ps and fs micro-structured glass is for waveguide scribing [56]. According to the authors’

knowledge, a systematic investigation of laser texturing multi-component glass with a ps

laser for the application in silicon-thin-film solar cells has not been reported in literature.
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2.3 Aim and scope

In this work, multicomponent glass substrates commonly used in photovoltaics are tex-

tured with a ps laser. The laser-setup used for the investigation also houses optics for

a ns laser, which is used for monolithic connection in modules. Using the same setup

has the advantage that no additional materials are required, provided the ps laser optics

are integrated. Direct ablation technique promises to be a simple alternative to chemical

etching processes because the texturing is achieved in one step using single-pulses. For

a better assessment of the cost reduction potential, a life cycle assessment (LCA) from

cradle-to-grave would be the best approach to compare the methods. The acquisition,

running, maintenance, waste disposing and recycling aspects etc. have to be taken into

consideration. This is however out of scope of this work.

An added advantage of using the ps pulsed laser is the possibility to alter the texturing

degree and periodicity by changing the scribing speed. Differently textured substrates are

expected to alter the light scattering behaviour, which is desired for the application in

thin-film solar cells. An important aspect to be taken into consideration is the structural,

defect and even micro-crack formation, depending on the pulse energy. The influence of

the pulse energy on the quality of the texture is therefore also investigated.

The topology of the textures are statistically analysed to assess their potential for the

application in silicon thin-film solar cells. The UV-VIS optical behaviour of the substrates

is investigated to assess the potential for light in-coupling. Zhang et al. observe that the

AZO properties deteriorate on highly textured substrates and propose pre-processing glass

substrates prior AZO deposition [52]. Understanding the nature and cause of undesired

topology with high aspect ratios can deliver information on how the ablation process and

parameters can be optimized to avoid such textures.

The molecular vibration modes of differently textured Type II substrates are analysed

for the structural modifications following ablation. This is an important aspect because

(I) it delivers insight on how the modifications can be avoided or mitigated and further-

more (II) delivers an indication on how AZO deposited on the textured glass substrates

might be affected. AZO used in silicon thin-film solar cells is deposited at temperatures

ranging between 100-450 °C [32]. The glass substrates are preheated before the AZO

deposition. Studies show that annealing laser-textured glass substrates reduces the laser-

induced modifications [56]. The laser-textured substrates are therefore annealed at the

temperatures used for AZO deposition to investigate whether material modifications are

observed.

AZO films deposited on the differently textured substrates are investigated. For a

better understanding of the impact of the substrate chemistry and topology, theoretical

growth models are summarised along with parameters relevant for the different stages

during growth. Micro-structural, electrical and optical properties of the AZO films are
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analysed. Thin-film solar cells are deposited on the differently textured glass substrates

coated with AZO. The performance of the different solar cell configurations on the dif-

ferent textured substrates is analysed. However, the optimisation of AZO and solar cell

deposition are out of scope of this study.

To nevertheless demonstrate the effect of optimising the TCO thickness, a numerical

modelling approach is taken. The performance of state-of-the-art ultra-thin TCO and

pin aSi:H solar cells on highly textured substrates is modelled. First, the experimental

details and characterisation techniques used to quantify and compare the textured sub-

strates, AZO and solar cell properties on differently textured substrates are outlined in

the following Chapter 3.
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3 Experimental details

In this chapter, the sample preparation steps are first summarised. Then the character-

isation methods used to assess the quality of textured glass substrates, deposited AZO

and silicon thin-film solar cells are outlined. The principles of the methods relevant to

understand the results discussed in the following chapters are detailed. These also aim to

provide a better understanding of the simulation input and output parameters.

3.1 Sample preparation

Three commercially available glass types, two aluminoborosilicate glass, one containing

alkali, the other earth alkali metal, and a soda-lime readily used in photovoltaic research

were investigated. (The properties of the glass substrates are discussed in Chapter 4,

section 4.1.1). First, the glass substrates were cleaned in a laboratory glassware washer

and then characterised. The thickness was taken from material specification (Chapter

44.1.1) and controlled with a digital vernier caliper.

The precise substrate thickness was required to place the surface in the focal point

of the laser beam for texturing. (Theory of glass and laser interaction is described

Chapter 4, section 4.1.2). The glass substrates were textured with a research and de-

velopment Lumera Super Rapid 18 W, neodymium-doped yttrium vanadate (Nd:YVO4)

diode-pumped picosecond (ps) solid-state laser (DPSSL) from 3D-Micromac. Gaussian

profiled laser beam, with a wavelength of λps=1064 nm and pulse duration τps =8.5 ps

was used. The scribing was carried out with a galvo-head scanner with a scanning field

of 5 cm×5 cm and an objective of 80 mm focal length. Textured and reference substrates

were annealed at a temperature variation between 150-450◦C for 3600 s.

AZO films were deposited on the later textured, glass substrates by DC magnetron

sputtering using a ZnO ceramic target containing 2wt% Al2O3. Flat reference was co-

deposited with the differently textured glass substrates for a better comparison of the

influence of the texture. A series with varying deposition times between 50-1600 nm

was carried out at a constant temperature of 350°C. The other deposition parameters

were kept constant as well, including the argon and oxygen gas flow at 100.0 and 0.5

sccm, respectively. The target-substrate distance was 70 mm and the power was 1 kW.

The base and deposition pressure were kept constant at 5×10−6 mbar and 6×10−3 mbar,

respectively.

The thicknesses of the solar cells and the AZO films were measured with a DEKTAK

profilometer. Furthermore, the AZO film thicknesses were used for Hall measurements

which were carried out with the ACCENT HL550 setup. The resistivity, carrier concen-
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tration and mobility were determined using laser scribed van der Pauw structures. The

sheet resistance was determined by four-point probe with the setup from Jandel RM3-AR.

Finally single junction superstrate (pin) aSi:H, substrate (nip) and tandem micro-

morph (aSi:/µcSi:H) solar cells were deposited on the flat reference and the textured glass

substrates coated with AZO. The hydrogenated silicon (Si:H) layers were deposited by

plasma-enhanced chemical vapour deposition (PECVD) at substrate temperatures around

220°C using a 13.56 MHz plasma excitation frequency [57]. The intrinsic layers were de-

posited from SiH4:H2 gas mixture and B2H6 and PH3 were added for p- and n-doping,

respectively. To avoid contamination of the intrinsic layer, SiO2 buffer layers were de-

posited between the intrinsic and the doped layers [57, 58]. The thicknesses of the p and

n-layers were 10 nm and 25 nm, respectively. The intrinsic layer thicknesses were 200 nm

and 700 nm for the aSi:H and µcSi:H, respectively. Finally the back contact consisting of

100 nm AZO and 300 Ag was deposited and the solar cells annealed for 30 min at 160 °C.

3.2 Surface morphology

Atomic force microscopy (AFM)

AFM measurements were carried out to visualise the textured surfaces. The measurement

technique uses a tip to scan the x- and y-plane and digitize the surface height profile in the

z-axis. As the tip is moved closer to the surface and the tip-sample distance is reduced,

attraction and repulsion forces occur, respectively. The interaction of the tip with the

sample is illustrated in figure 3.1. This interaction forms the solid-state physical principles

of the measuring technique. A detailed description of the method can be found elsewhere

[59–61].

Figure 3.1: Atomic force microscopy (AFM) tip-sample interaction [59].

The measurements were carried out in the phase contrast-tapping mode, where the

surface is tapped in discrete points. A reference oscillation with a characteristic phase

(φreference) is obtained by exciting the cantilever (on which the tip is mounted) with

a piezo element to oscillate vertically near its resonance frequency far away from the

sample. As the tip approaches the sample, the oscillation amplitude is reduced and the
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height information at the point is noted once the amplitude reaches a defined damping

limit (force). The oscillation phase (φactual) is shifted compared to the reference φreference

[60, 61]. The difference between the former and the later forms the measured (output)

phase (φmeasured), which is calculated by

φmeasured = 90◦sin(φactual–φreference) (3.1)

This is a significant characterisation tool for laser-textured topologies. The chemical

composition of the surface is expected to change following ablation and phase contrast-

ing provides a tool of characterising this change as shall be shown in Chapter 4, section

4.1.3. Precaution should nevertheless be taken in interpreting the results, as the measure-

ments are affected by the roughness. For a better comparison with literature, the setup

characteristics are detailed.

A Nanosurf Mobile S atomic force microscopy (AFM) was used for the measurements.

A negatively doped (N-type) silicon cantilever with the length L=225µm, width W=40

µm, breadth T=8.5 µm and a resistivity of 0.01-0.025 Ω/� from AppNano was used.

The tip was aluminium coated and had the following specification; radius <10 nm, height

14-16 µm, frequency fcl=145-230 kHz and spring constant ksc=20-95 N/m. The vibrating

oscillation amplitude was set to 0.2 V respectively 40% force.

The measurements were carried out on 100×100 µm areas with Nx,y=1024 or 50×50

µm with Nx,y=512 points and lines in the x- and y-direction under slope correction, re-

spectively. Level correction was carried out before further evaluation and visible artefacts

were removed. The 3D height profile zi,j(xi,,y,j) is therefore a function of the spatial coor-

dinates xi and yj, where i and j are the indices of measurement points per line (i=1,2,...Ni)

respectively of the line (j=1,2,...Nj) [32]. This aspect is used to import AFM data into

the simulation tool and to achieve simulations with realistic surfaces (Chapter 7).

The lateral (width) and vertical (height) texture dimensions can be evaluated statis-

tically to obtain the surface height h, auto-correlation length LCA and roughness σrms.

The roughness σrms is the root mean square (RMS) relative to the centre plan of the

structure height and is given by [62].

σrms(xi, yj) =

√

√

√

√

√

1
NxNy

Nx−1
∑

i=0

Ny−1
∑

j=0

(z(xi, yi))2 (3.2)

A high σrms indicates a highly textured surface. A homogeneously textured surface can

however deliver the same σrms as a surface with few larger structures respectively deep

craters on an otherwise smooth surface.

The spatial frequency is therefore an important surface texture descriptor complemen-

tary to the height [63] and is given by the autocorrelation function ACF
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ACF (∆x,y) = exp

(

−
∆x,y

ACL

)

(3.3)

where ∆x,y is the spatial separation and ACL the autocorrelation length. ACL is a

measure of how quickly the random event decays and is sometimes defined as the distance

at which the autocorrelation function drops to 1/e respectively 37% . ACL of flat reference

approaches infinity, while a rough surface with larger particles has a higher ACL than a

surface with smaller particles.

Another parameter used to characterise textured surfaces is the skewness (Ssk) of the

height distribution [63].

Ssk =
1

Nyσrms

Ny
∑

y3
i

j=0

(3.4)

The skewness delivers information on the distribution of valleys and peaks on the surface.

This is particularly important for laser-textured substrates because scribing is achieved

with varying scribing speeds and laser spot overlap occurs (Chapter 4). Figure 3.2 shows

examples of height distributions of differently textured substrates.

positive skew

Ssk>0

normal distribution negative skew

sharp peaks steep valleys

Ssk<0Ssk 0

plateau/crater

Figure 3.2: Skewness Ssk of differently textured surfaces

The regions with high laser spot overlapping on the surface might result in steep

valleys. The ablation of directly neighbouring craters might result in peaks, which might

be detrimental for the solar cell performance. An otherwise smooth surface with steep

valley would show negative Ssk. A positive Ssk indicates the presence of peaks on a

plane. This is an important aspect in classifying the topology achieved by laser scribing

in comparison to conventionally used wet chemically textured AZO.

It should however be mentioned that the discrete tapping mode is limited by the

resolution. A number of artefacts can occur in the presence of foreign particles on the
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surface and wearing of the tip can occur. The resolution can also influence the quality of

the measured topology particularly for textures with steep edges. The used parameters

must therefore be interpreted with caution. Trends can nevertheless be identified by

analysing σrms, ACL and Ssk together. The software Gwyddion [64] was additionally used

to determine the latter parameters and the results are discussed in Chapter 4, Section

4.1.3.

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM)

SEM was utilised as a complementary topology characterisation technique. Details on the

principles can be found elsewhere [60]. The fundamental of the technology is a focused

electron beam scanning across the surface at an adjustable angle. Electrons reflected on

the surface (primary) and in the material (secondary) are detected by two different detec-

tors respectively. The intensity of the electrons is dependent on the material properties

which can be displayed as a contrast two-dimension image [60]. Neon 40 ESB SEM from

Zeiss was used in this study.

3.3 Optical properties

Photo-spectroscopy

The measurements were carried out for the wavelengths between 200-2500 nm with a

double beam Varian Cary 5000 Diffuse Reflection Accessory (DRA) 2500 housing an

integrated sphere. The setup uses a Deuterium lamp as UV (200-350 nm) and a Tungsten-

halogen lamp as VIS-NIR ( λ > 350 nm) light source. Monochrometers were changed at

800 nm together with the detector from a photomultiplier tube (PMT) for the UV-VIS to

a thermostated Lead Sulphide (PbS) detector for the NIR spectrum. This is an important

aspect, as it explains slight noise and offset in the signal observed in some measurements

at the wavelengths around 800 nm.

The measurements were relative and referenced against a PTFE plate also used for the

baseline correction. Total reflection R and transmission TT measurements were carried

out for both sides of the substrates; first with the beam striking the flat glass surface and

second with the beam striking the textured side. The absorption A of the samples was

calculated by

A = 1 − TT − R. (3.5)

The diffuse transmission TD was measured by removing 6.5◦ specular intensity, and the

deduced haze factor in transmission HT is given by

HT =
TD

TT

(3.6)
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describing the fraction of light that is scattered (diffused) compared to the total trans-

mitted intensity. It is therefore a spectral integrated factor and does not give information

about the angular dependency of the scattered light.

Angular resolved scattering

This information is obtained from angular resolved measurements, which were carried out

with an Absolute Reflection Transmission Analyzer (ARTA) from OMT Solutions. Figure

3.3 shows the measurement setup and analysis principle. Samples were placed with the

flat surface facing the beam at a detector-sample distance d=92 mm.

Figure 3.3: Angular resolved measurement setup and data analysis principle, modified from [65]

The detector was moved in plane to collect the scattered intensity at the respective

angle. The detector is an integrating sphere made of pressed PTFE and equipped with a

photomultiplier for the UV-VIS range and a PbS detector for the NIR range [66]. Rectan-

gular entrance port has a height of 15.5 mm and the width can be adjusted between 0 nm

(closed) and 24 mm (wide open) with two adjacent micrometer screws. The resolution of

the measurement is given by the detector opening angle. This can be considered to be a

solid angle extended by the 92 mm detector-sample distance with a height of 15.5 mm.

Steps of the detector during measurement have to correlate with the detector opening.

As an example, a detector aperture width of 8.2 mm corresponds to an angle of 5◦.

Before the measurements were carried out, 0 and 100% baseline were taken with the

detector at 0◦. The detector opening was kept at 8.2 mm and moved from – 90◦ to +90◦

in 5◦ steps around the sample. At each angle and wavelength, both P and S polarisation

were measured and averaged. While the data is measured in one plane (2D), the sample

scatters in 3D. For samples scattering isotropically, the averaged intensity can be projected

into 3D as detailed in Ref. [65, 67, 68].

Ellipsometer spectroscopy

Ellipsometer measurements were thus carried out with the SENTECH SE850-ST setup

using UV-VIS light sources to analyse the modification. The optical constants were fitted
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from ellipsometer and photo-spectrometer measurements with the software CODE/SCOUT.

The characterisation method is however only applicable to optically smooth films and

surfaces. Thus characterisation of textured glass substrates was limited to periodically

textured substrates with crater diameters ≥20 µm in the range of the light beam diameter.

The detailed description of the principles can be found elsewhere [69, 70]. Furthermore,

optical constants of reference TCO and silicon films were required and used as simulation

input parameters.

3.4 Raman optical properties

Raman measurements were carried out in reflection using a laser monochromatic visible

488 nm excitation source. The measurements were carried out with a Senterra Raman

Spectroscope and the laser power was set to 20 mW for an integration time of 60 s for

each measurement. Five measurements were made on each sample and a correction of

the cosmic spikes was carried out for the spectral range between 41-1875 cm−1 with a

resolution of 3-5 cm−1.

Raman measurements were carried out on glass substrates to identify which structural

units were most affected following laser ablation. This information was used to analyse

the structural variation induced by annealing of the laser-textured glass substrates. The

crystallinity of the µcSi:H single junction solar cells deposited on differently textured

substrates was determined from baseline corrected and deconvoluted Raman spectra. The

crystallinity fraction (Φc) was calculated from the ratio between the crystalline and sum

of crystalline and amorphous peak area [71, 72]. The detailed measurement and data

correction procedure for µcSi:H is described elsewhere [72].

While the crystallinity analysis might be a standard procedure, Raman measurements

on amorphous glass substrates might not be as familiar in PV research, although it is

a standard characterisation technique in glass manufacturing and research. The details

of the fundamentals and physics of the technique can be found in literature [73] and are

outlined shortly in the following with respect to silicate glass.

Molecular vibration modes and Raman scattering

IR spectroscopy is based on the interaction between an external electromagnetic wave of

known energy with the molecular vibrational states of the investigated sample [60, 73, 74].

The incident electromagnetic wave displaces electrons of the atoms in the molecule [73].

A molecular dipole moment is induced which is dependent on the magnitude of the atomic

charges and their positions [73]. A molecule with N atoms has 3N different (motion in

the X, Y, and Z directions) internal degrees of freedom and 3N-6 non-linear possibilities

to vibrate [75]. Some non-linear vibration modes might however have the same resonance

frequency as a result of the symmetry of the structural unit [75]. In glass substrates,
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3 EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS 3.4 Raman optical properties

the electromagnetic waves interact with structural units such as the tetrahedra SiO2

or groups/rings of structural units [75] (The chemical composition of glass is discussed

Chapter 4). Figure 3.4 shows the four observed (instead of nine) vibration modes for SiO2

tetrahedra.

Figure 3.4: Schematic of tetrahedra vibration modes [75]

The induced dipole moment leads to the absorption of an incident high energetic

photon and the molecular vibration state transitions to a virtual state [73]. A new photon

is re-emitted/scattered with a different energy and the molecule transitions back to the

initial state [73]. When the molecule is initially in an excited state and the photon is re-

emitted to the ground state, the scattering is termed Anti-Stokes [73]. Stokes scattering

occurs when the molecule is initially in the ground state and the photon is re-emitted into

a vibrational state[73]. Most molecules at room temperature exist in the ground state,

hence the stokes scattering is more intense and probable than the Anti-Stokes scattering

[73].

Raman Spectroscopy

Figure 3.5 shows an example of a Stokes Raman spectrum of earth alkaline aluminoborosil-

icate Type II glass. A direct comparison between the raw measured (Iexp) spectra of the

differently textured substrates was difficult because the difference in the intensities were

in some cases magnitudes high. D’Angelo et. al note that the Raman intensity depends

on the optical quality of substrates [76]. For this purpose, the following correction and

normalization procedures were conducted to be able to compare the results.

The measured spectra were corrected for frequency and temperature-dependent scat-

tering intensity by [77]

Ired =
Iexp

ω [n(ω, T ) + 1]
∝

g(ω)C(ω)
ω2

(3.7)

where Ired is the corrected intensity and shall henceforth be termed reduced Raman in-
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Figure 3.5: Correction and reduction procedure for the raw Raman spectra (Iexp) demonstrated for

Type II glass substrates measured for the range between 42-1875 cm−1. The spectral region ν̄ <300

cm−1 was reduced (Iexp) as described by Shuker and Gammon et. al [77] and the region ν̄ >300 cm−1

was corrected (Icorr) by fitting a linear baseline.

tensity, ω is the frequency, n(ω, T ) is the Bose-Einstein relation at room temperature

T=293 K, g(ω) the vibrational density of states and C(ω) is the photon-phonon coupling

coefficient. Reduced Raman spectra are considered to be “free of spurious structure due

to thermal population effects” [78].

The reduced spectra were used to analyse the low frequency region ν̄ <300 cm−1 as

shall be discussed in detail in Chapter 4, Section 4.3.1. The reduction procedure does not

change the forms of the bands in the spectral region >300 cm−1 [79]. For this reason,

a linear baseline was fitted to the raw spectra at about 250, 640, 860, 1245 and 1875

cm−1 (3.5). The influence of the different reduction procedures [80] and baseline types

can be found elsewhere [81–83]. The baseline corrected spectra Icorr were deconvoluted

with Gaussian peaks for the spectral region >300 cm−1 using the software Fityk [84] and

discussed in detail in Chapter 4.

3.5 Microstructure properties

The influence of textured glass surface topology and morphology on the microstructure

of sputtered AZO films was investigated by XRD-diffraction spectroscopy.

3.5.1 X-Ray Diffraction (XRD) Analysis

The measurements were carried out with a powder X-Ray diffraction (XRD) from PANa-

lytical X’Pert PRO MPD diffractometer equipped with a Cu Kα radiation (λ= 1.5418 Å).
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3 EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS 3.5 Microstructure properties

Samples were rotated in plane on a goniometer and the beam was incident and detected

at varying angles.

The characterisation principle is based on the interaction between the incident X-Rays

with the structural units constituting the material. In a simplified approach illustrated

in figure 3.6, the crystal lattices are considered to be planes separated by a distance.

Incident radiation Ii,1 and Ii,2 on two parallel planes at a defined angle θi is diffracted

by the atoms along the plane into the angle θr. Interference conditions of the diffracted

radiation Ir,1 and Ir,2 can be described using the Bragg formalism.

dhkl

Ii,1

Ii,2

Ir,1

Ir,2

Plane normal

Figure 3.6: Schematic illustration of the Bragg condition, modified from [85]. The incident radiation

(Ii,1 and Ii,2) at the angle (θi) is reflected in the (θr) with the intensities (Ir,1 and Ir,2) by atoms in

planes separated by a distance (d). Constructive interferences of the reflected radiation occur when the

Bragg criterion (nλ = 2dsinθ) is met.

Constructive pattern is observed when the criterion

nλ = 2dsinθ (3.8)

is met, where n is an integer, λ the wavelength of the incident radiation, d the distance

between the planes, and θ the angle of incidence. The distance between the planes is

a crystallographic class-dependent parameter, which shall be denoted as dhkl according

to the miller indices (hkl). For the investigated AZO which crystallizes in the wurtzite

structure, the lattice parameters are calculated from the lattice geometry equations

1
d2

hkl

=
4
3

(

h2 + hk + k2

a2

)

+
l2

c2
(3.9)

The latter parameters are collectively representatives of the corresponding crystallite

size and lattice strain, which are commonly used to quantify the crystal quality. Thus,

measured Bragg reflection can be used to determine the former and latter. While crys-

tallite size is a measure of a coherently diffracting domain, lattice strain is a measure of

the distribution of lattice constants arising from crystal imperfections.

Figure 3.7 demonstrates how reflexes are changed by crystal deformation. Imperfec-

tions include lattice dislocation, grain boundary triple junction, contact or sinter stresses,

stacking faults and coherency stresses amongst others. Shift of 2θ to lower angles is also
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3 EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS 3.5 Microstructure properties

an indication of uniform strain [85–87].

Figure 3.7: Influence of the crystal lattice strain on the XRD peak intensity and position with (a) no

strain, (b) uniform strain and (c) nonuniform strain [87].

Reduced correlation length normal to the substrate plane and heterogeneous strain

along the c-axis broadens the Bragg reflex [87–92]. Broadening of βhkl and lowering of

counts are an indication of a non-uniformly strained crystal lattice. A possible proce-

dure to quantify crystal size and strain is the Williamson-Hall method illustrated in the

following.

3.5.2 Williamson-Hall Method

Peak broadening is quantified by the full width at half maximum (FWHM) β of the peak

profile. Experimentally measured FWHM βexp is partially influenced by the instrument

βintr used for characterisation. Therefore, the first step in the analysis is deducting the

instrument broadening

βhkl =
√

β2
exp − β2

instr (3.10)

where

βintr =
√

(−0.005260679 · tan2θ) + (0.012269341 · tanθ) + 0.0188375532 (3.11)

is for the used equipment.

Several assumptions are made by the Williamson-Hall method regarding the cause of

βhkl including crystal size, uniform and non-uniform strain. In the investigations carried
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3 EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS 3.5 Microstructure properties

out, AZO films of one thickness were deposited under the same conditions, with the sub-

strate texture being the only variable. Since the nature of strain in the films is unknown,

it makes sense to evaluate the data with different models assuming different properties of

the strain.

The contribution of the crystalline size to peak broadening βD is given by the Scherrer

method

D =
Kλ

βDcosθ
⇒ cosθ =

(

1
βD

)(

Kλ

D

)

(3.12)

where D is the crystal size, K the Scherrer constant and βD the reflex broadening caused

by the crystallite size. D is thus a measure of the diameter of crystallites, perpendicular

to the plane [85]. The dimensionless Scherrer constant, also commonly termed structure

constant, shape factor and correction factor in literature, depends on the shape of the crys-

tallites and on the distribution of the coherent diffracting domains (CSD) [93]. Different

values including 0.89 [86], 0.9 [92, 94], 0.94 [87], 1 [95], 1.05 [96] have been reported for

ZnO. Moreover, different deposition techniques and parameters deliver differently shaped

grains.

Figure (3.8) shows SEM images of AZO DC sputtered at different temperatures (3.8a)

350 °C and (3.8b) 450 °C, but otherwise under the same conditions and flat glass sub-

strates. Different crystallographic orientations are observed under same deposition con-

ditions and show different shapes. As shall be discussed in the AZO Chapter 5, different

glass surface textures also influence the microstructure. The complexity of sputtered AZO

makes it difficult to define the shape of the grains for each sample. Thus, for simplicities

sake, an intermediate value K=1 was chosen for all the analysis carried out in this study.

(a) (b)

Figure 3.8: SEM images of ≈1300 nm AZO deposited on Type II flat reference at (3.8a) 350 °C

showing grains hexagonally close-packed (002) and (103) orientation and at (3.8b) 450°C showing (002)

and (101) orientation.

Figure 3.9 shows the Williamson-Hall plots of AZO film deposited on textured glass.
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3 EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS 3.5 Microstructure properties

Assuming the peak broadening is only caused by crystallite size variation, the integrated

grain size can be obtained from linear regression between cosθ and βhkl (figure 3.9a). D

can then be calculated from the y-intercept (D=Kλ/y-intercept).
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Figure 3.9: Williamson-Hall analysis of (3.9a) crystallite grain size (3.9b) uniform strain, (3.9c) stress

and (3.9d) deformation energy

The Investigated AZO films are realised by doping with foreign Al into the ZnO crystal

structure. Furthermore, used substrate chemistry and texture are expected to influence

the lattice. Thus peak broadening is expected to be influenced by strain. Assuming the

strain εs is isotropic in all crystallographic orientations,

εs =
βS

4tanθ
⇒ βs = εs4tanθ (3.13)

βhkl broadening is then given by

βhkl = βD + βS (3.14)
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and when rearranged given by the uniform deformation model (UDM) as

βhklcosθ =

(

Kλ

D

)

+ εs4sinθ. (3.15)

The linear regression between the peak width term βhklcosθ and strain term 4sinθ can be

used to determine grain size from the y-intercept and the strain εs is given by the slope

(figure 3.9b).

Assuming the lattice is under stress, a linear relationship between strain εs and stress

σs is given by Young’s modulus Yhkl, a generalized Hooke’s law

Yhkl =
σs

εs

⇒ εs =
σs

Yhkl

. (3.16)

Yhkl is crystal lattice geometry-dependent and its anisotropic nature in hexagonal crystal

phase is given by

Yhkl =

[

h2 + (h+2k)2

3
+
(

al
c

)2
]2

S11

(

h2 + (h+2k)2

3

)2
+ S33

(

al
c

)4
+ (2S13 + S44)

(

h2 + (h+2k)2

3

) (

al
c

)2 (3.17)

where S11, S13, S33, and S44 are the elastic compliances of ZnO, and their values are

7.858×10−12, 2.206×10−12, 6.940×10−12, and 23.57×10−12 m2N−1, respectively [87, 92].

The calculated Yhkl for the planes in the reference ZnO with a=3.25 and c=5.2 are listed

in figure 3.1. The values are comparable to experimentally and empirically determined

values in literature for ZnO nanoparticles [87, 92] and AZO films [97].

2θ 31.49 34.06 35.98 47.25 62.52 67.72 72.15 80.99 98.36 103.76

hkl 100 002 101 102 103 200 004 104 114 105

Yhkl×1011[GPa ] 0.97 1.44 1.28 1.70 1.77 2.44 1.44 1.80 1.60 1.63

Table 3.1: Young’s moduli of reference ZnO

Introducing Young’s modulus to equation (3.15) results in

βhklcosθ =

(

Kλ

Dc

)

+
4sinθσhkl

Yhkl

(3.18)

a uniform deformation stress model (UDSM). The stress is then given by the slope of the

linear regression between βhklcosθ and 4sinθ/Yhkl. D is determined from the intersect and

the strain from the stress the relationship given in equation (3.16).

The UDSM model is a linear approximation that is valid for significantly small strain.

Since the extent of the strain on the differently textured substrates is unknown, the strain

energy density µs (energy per unit volume) was taken into consideration.

Another form of Hooke’s law relates the strain to the energy density µs by
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µs =
ε2

sYhkl

2
⇒ εs =

√

2µs

Yhkl

. (3.19)

Integrating the term into the UDSM model gives the uniform deformation energy density

(UDEDM)

βhklcosθ =

(

Kλ

D

)

+

(

4sinθ

√

2µs

Yhkl

)

. (3.20)

The slope of the linear regression between βhklcosθ and 4sinθ(2/Yhkl)1/2 gives the anisotropic

energy density µs and the y-intercept is used to calculate the crystallite size D. Stress can

be calculated from equation (3.19) and strain from equation (3.16) [87, 92].

3.6 EQE and J-V characteristics

The optical and electrical properties used to characterise the solar cells are illustrated in

figure 3.10 for pin aSi:H deposited on a flat and textured reference. The flat reference is

AZO deposited on flat glass. The textured reference is AZO deposited on flat glass and

wet-chemically etched with highly diluted hydrochloric acid (HCl) following deposition.
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Figure 3.10: J-V-characteristics and EQE of pin aSi:H solar cells deposited on flat and textured

reference

Solar cell performance was quantified by comparing J-V characteristics determined

on an active area of 1.0 cm2 and measured with a WACOM super solar simulator class

AAA sun simulator (WACOM dual lamp). The measurements were carried out under

the standard test conditions with AM1.5G spectrum referenced using a Fraunhofer ISE

solar cell, at 25◦C, and 1000 W/m−2. The spectral response was measured with a RERA

System using a halogen lamp.
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From the current density (J) and voltage (V) curve (figure 3.10a), the most important

characteristics derived to compare the electrical performance of the solar cells are given

by

JSC = J(V = 0 V ) (3.21)

VOC = V (J = 0 mA/cm2) (3.22)

FF =
Pmax

JSC · VOC

=
Jmp · Vmp

JSC · VOC

(3.23)

η =
Pmax

Po

=
JSC · VOC · FF

P0

(3.24)

where JSC is the short circuit current density, VOC the open circuit voltage, FF the fill

factor, P max the maximum power output, Jmp the current density, Vmp the voltage at

maximum power output, P 0 the incident radiation and η the efficiency.

Another parameter to determine the optical performance is the spectral response (SR)

of the solar cell given by

SR(λ) =
Jph(λ)
P0(λ)

(3.25)

For qualitative measure, the external quantum efficiency (EQE) (figure 3.10b) is derived

from SR and indicates the number of charge carriers generated in comparison with the

number of incident photons. The relationship is given by

EQE(λ) =
h · c

qλ
SR(λ) (3.26)

For a better comparison of the optical losses occurring in the solar cell, EQE is plotted

with 1-R, which is the solar cell absorption assuming no transmission occurs. Texturing

of the glass used as substrates for the solar cells is discussed in the following Chapter 4.
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4 Glass substrates

The literature review showed that textured glass substrates have potential to compete

with conventional textured TCO for light trapping. However, the experimental realisa-

tion of effectively textured glass substrates remains complex and is a major drawback of

the concept. In this Chapter, direct ps laser texturing of multicomponent glass is inves-

tigated as an alternative texturing method. A systematic investigation is carried out for

laser scribing at varying pulse energy and scribing speed. The morphological modifica-

tions are analysed for potential application in silicon thin-film solar cells. For a better

understanding of the results, the molecular structure of glass is first briefly outlined.

4.1 Laser texturing of glass substrates

4.1.1 Structure and properties of reference glass substrates

Glass, one of the most abundant and widely investigated materials [74] is extremely

complex in nature. It can be considered an amorphous solid with a short-range order of the

functional groups [74, 98]. The constituents of glass can be divided into four major groups:

glass formers, modifiers, intermediates and fining agents with the following functions

[74, 98, 99]. The glass-former provides the basic network in which the other components

are accommodated. Silicon oxide (SiO2) and boric oxide (B2O3) are commonly used as

this basic structure [74].

Figure 4.1a shows an example of a SiO2 based glass matrix. The unit cell of the matrix

consists of silicon atoms coordinated in a tetrahedral unit surrounded by a variable number

of oxygen (4.1a). Adjacent tetrahedra are connected by a common corner O2− ion also

termed bridging oxygen (Ø). The units neither have common edges nor faces to form a

stable structure with a variable angle (α). However, the matrix can also have more than

one glass former (e.g. B2O3 additionally) and incorporate intermediates such as Al2O3 to

achieve the desired properties [74, 98–103]. The former and latter are integrated into the

basic matrix as demonstrated in figure 4.1a by Al3+ and B3+.

This increases the number of non-bridging (O−) oxygen [100], which interrupts the

network and significantly deteriorates other properties. Monovalent cations such as Na+

or divalent cations such as Ca2+ and Mg2+ are thus added as modifiers in the form

of (earth) alkali oxides to charge-balance Al3+ in tetrahedral coordination [98–103]. The

cations are located in the interstitials of the basic structure as shown in the two-dimension

matrix in figure 4.1b by the Na+ cation (red). Eventually, fining agents which include

NaCl are sometimes added to reduce the amount of air bubbles in the glass [98].
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4 GLASS SUBSTRATES 4.1 Laser texturing of glass substrates

(a) (b)

Figure 4.1: Molecular structure (4.1a) of two neighbouring silicon tetrahedra with a common vertex,

but statistically varying angle α [74] and (4.1b) an excerpt from a two-dimensional matrix of an alkali

aluminoborosilicate [103]

Depending on the compositions, glass can be divided into three main groups; soda-

lime (e.g SiO2, Na2O, CaO, Al2O3), borosilicate (e.g SiO2, B2O3, Na2O, Al2O3) and lead

glass (e.g SiO2, PbO, K2O) which all have different properties [74, 75, 98–105]. These

properties include thermal conductivity (κ), density (ρ) and specific heat capacity (Cp)

shown in table 4.1 for two aluminoborosilicate glass, one containing alkaline (Type I), the

other earth alkali (Type II) and a soda-lime (Type III) glass.

Sample name Type Manufacturer d κ ρ Cp

mm W/(m·K) kg/m3 J/(kg·K)

Type I alkali borosilicate Schott Borofloat 33 [103] 2.0 1.2 2380 830

Type II earth alkali borosilicate Corning Eagle XG [106] 1.5 1.22 2500 896

Type III soda-lime Saint Gobain SGG [107] 3.0 0.8 2200 800

Table 4.1: Thicknesses and thermophysical properties of the investigated glass substrates

These substrates were investigated and their reference optical properties are illustrated

in figure 4.2. The total transmission (4.2a) and refractive index (4.2b) showed how the

dispersion was also composition-dependent. Pure SiO2 (fused silica) has a high band gap

of 9 eV in the ultraviolet region [108].

Figure 4.2a (excerpt) shows the transmission of fused silica [74]. The different additives

shift the absorption edges to longer wavelengths e.g ∼4 eV [109]. Slight discrepancies in

the transparency were observed in different batches of the same type of glass. As a matter

of fact, the illustrated data shows the most commonly observed trends in the NIR as well

as the UV region (magnification).

The different glass substrate compositions were also expected to influence the textured

profiles as a consequence of the different laser-dielectric material interaction. This aspect

is elaborated in the following section.
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Figure 4.2: Reference (4.2a) transmission with a detailed excerpt in the UV-region of fused silica [74]

and (4.2b) refractive index of Type I, Type II and Type III.

4.1.2 Laser and dielectric material interaction

Laser induced phenomena in target material are dependent on properties of both material

and laser irradiation [110–113]. Material properties include the band structure, electron

mobility and recombination rate [111]. The laser parameters include profile (Gaussian,

step etc.), focused beam area (Aω0
), pulse duration (τ) and pulse energy (Ep) [111].

During the interaction period, which is the pulse duration τ , (I) carrier excitation, (II)

thermalisation, (III) carrier removal and (IV) thermal and structural effects occur consec-

utively on the time-scale [112]. These are elaborated for transparent dielectric materials

such as the investigated glass substrates textured with τ ⋚10 ps and laser wavelength

λps=1064 nm in the following.

The investigated glass substrates were transparent for the laser wavelength used (fig-

ure 4.2a). Material removal is determined by the local inertial confinement [112], which is

induced by the focused laser beam scanned on the substrate surface with a galvanometric-

head. The first process (I) carrier excitation is induced by non-linear absorption mecha-

nisms, which require minimum energy. This minimum energy required to initiate ablation

is defined as the texturing threshold energy (Eth), which also depends on the pulse du-

ration. The relationship between τ and Eth determines the ablation mechanisms, which

are distinguished into long pulse durations (τ >10 ps) and short pulse (τ <10 ps) regimes

[109, 110, 112, 114].

For τ >10 ps, the texturing in dielectrics is induced by thermal excitation of the

initial electron by the incident radiation. Subsequently, this energy is transferred to the

lattice in the (II) thermalisation process. This is followed by (III) carrier removal where

Auger recombination, additive recombination and carrier diffusion occur. The radiation

time of the pulse is high enough for the excitation process to overcome the recombination
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processes. Consequently, texturing occurs due to (IV) melting and boiling of the exposed

region [114]. Thus, Eth is dependent on the rate of thermal conduction through the lattice

by τ 1/2 [109, 114].

Ablation in the short pulse regime (τ <10 ps) is a non-thermal process induced by

multi-photon ionization (MPI) [114]. High intensity ultra-short pulse cause the excitation

of the initial electron through mechanisms such MPI above the band-gap. Before complete

relaxation, the electron is excited by a subsequent photon and ionizes other electrons,

which initiates a cascade. The result of the ionization is a high electron density, which

reaches saturation at the critical electron density (ρcri) where the plasma frequency is

equal to the wavelength of the laser. The dielectric material thus behaves like a conductor

and can absorb the laser energy [114].

At this point, which is above Eth, the material deteriorates due to the high electrostatic

forces and the plume is ejected [109, 110, 114]. Both texturing mechanisms result in a

crater with a structurally modified region, which has been observed for scribing with

picosecond (ps) and femtosecond (fs) laser [56, 110, 113–116]. In this investigation, the

ps laser pulse duration was τ= 8.5 ps. Thus both thermal- and non-thermal processes are

expected.

4.1.3 Topology of laser-textured glass substrates

The texturing degree was manipulated by changing the laser spot overlap (LSO), which

defines the percentage of the spot diameter overlapping on the surface. To be able to tune

the overlap specifically, information about the focused Gaussian laser spot diameter (ω0)

on the substrate is necessary. This was obtained from texturing series at constant speed

(3000 mm/s), but varying pulse energy as described for Type II glass in the following.

Laser spot diameter determination Substrates were placed on the sample stage

with the surface in the focused beam. An initial average laser power (Pp) of 11.5 W was

measured. The pulse energy (Ep) is related to Pp by equation (4.1)[117]

EP =
PP

f
(4.1)

where f is the laser repetition rate (f=100 kHz). The pulse energy was set to a constant

value and a row of isolated crater was ablated at 3000 mm/s. The energy was then

decreased by attenuating the beam and a new row was scribed. This step was repeated

until the energy was too low to initiate ablation. The isolated crater dimensions were

measured with AFM. Cross sections of the crater obtained at different pulse energies are

shown in figure 4.3a.

The results demonstrated that the textured crater diameter is reduced with decreasing

energy. Furthermore, the profile was gradually changed from a rather step-function to a
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Figure 4.3: (4.3a) The cross-section used to determine the Gaussian profile diameter ω0 on the

substrate surface following ablation and (4.3b) the linear regression used to determine the threshold

energy

Gaussian profile (figure 4.3a 117.54 µJ vs. 36.46 µJ ). A linear regression between the

square of the crater diameter and the logarithm of the laser energy was then used to

determine ω0 as elaborated in Ref. [109] and given by equation (4.2)

D2 = 2ω2
0ln

(

Ep

Eth

)

(4.2)

where D is the measured crater diameter and Eth the threshold energy. Eth is given by the

x-intercept of the regression line where D2=0 µm. Figure 4.3b shows this linear regression

from which a texturing threshold of Eth= 28 µJ was determined, which is comparable with

results in other studies [118]. The laser spot diameter ω0 was assessed to be 19.5 µm.

Laser spot overlap (LSO) With this information, the degree of periodicity can

directly be changed by adjusting the laser spot overlap (LSO) pattern on the surface.

This was achieved by adjusting the scribing speed (νmax) and alignment of adjacent lines.

The relationship between the LSO and νmax is given by equation (4.3)[25]

νmax = (fω0)(1 − LSO) (4.3)

As an example, a νmax=1000 mm/s is required for the repetition rate f =100 kHz and

ω0 ≈20 µm to achieve a 50% laser spot overlap in the scribing direction. The overlap

must also be taken into consideration in the adjacent line.

Schematic diagram in figure 4.4 shows how this was carried out with the galvo-head

scanner. The LSO on the surface was first initiated in the scanning direction (X). A

subsequent line in the Y-direction was overlapped with the same LSO. In addition, the

position of the initial spot in the adjacent line further influences the pattern.
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Figure 4.4: Schematic diagram showing the spot overlap in the X- and Y- direction on the substrate

surface. The spots in the subsequent lines are aligned vertically to a cubic close-packed array.

In the illustrated example, the spots in the subsequent lines are aligned vertically and

the arrangement resembles a cubic close-packed array with overlap. Alternatively, with

sufficient horizontal displacement of the adjacent lines, a hexagonal close-packed array

can be obtained. Small areas of 0.5 cm×0.5 cm were processed with a scribing speed

starting from a high scribing speed of 6000 mm/s and gradually decreasing in 100 mm/s

steps until 200 mm/s. Given the ≈20 µm spot diameter, an isolated laser spot pattern

(-LSO) prevailed until 2000 mm/s where an overlap (+LSO) was gradually achieved with

decreasing scribing speed.

Isolated crater dimensions Several studies have demonstrated that both periodic

[45] and random [16] textures reduce the total reflection, increase the light scattering

and thus enhance the short-circuit current density in solar cells. Arranging the Gaussian

profiled craters in figure 4.3a with a diameter of approximately 2.5 µm in a cubic or

hexagonal close-packed [119] array could have similar advantages. An attempt to scribe

these craters however resulted in inhomogeneous and irreproducible textured surfaces.

One possible explanation for the observed inhomogeneity was the low scribing energy close

to the threshold, where the slightest fluctuation in the spot profile, glass composition or

surface height is detrimental.

Thus, a much higher energy, which delivered larger craters as demonstrated in fig-

ure 4.3a was used. The crater dimensions ablated with high νmax=3000 mm/s to avoid

overlap and constant Ep=115 µJ are shown in table 4.2 for the different glass substrates.

Type I showed craters with a higher aspect ratio in comparison to Type II and Type III.

Type III, on the other hand, demonstrated the shallowest and widest crater. As already

mentioned, the texturing induced changes are substrate- and laser-dependent. Scribing

was carried out under the same conditions, (focused) laser-spot to sample distance and

the laser parameters were kept constant. The observed differences in behaviour were
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therefore attributed to the glass composition.

D h τc ρp τl

µm nm fs ×10
19

cm−3 ps

Type I 18.98±0.49 276.69±13.74 K9 [120] 2.8 7.0 6.6 103

Type II 21.54±0.66 140.70±7.13

Type III 24.78±2.29 136.85±9.5 Soda-lime [120] 1.83 6.0 4.3 113

Tabelle 4.2: Isolated crater dimensions textured at high scribing speed νmax=3000 mm/s and pulse

energy Ep=115µJ measured on the surface of the different glass substrates. Literature values for electron

collision time τc, electron plasma density ρp and electron life time τl[120].

Several studies have suggested the critical electron density (ρcri) as the texturing

criterion to predict the textured crater dimensions in dielectric material [110, 116, 121,

122]. The texturing depth is assumed to be the maximum depth where the free electron

density reaches the ρcri [116, 122]. Numerical models based on this assumption are capable

of simulating the laser beam propagation and electron dynamics [116, 122]. For the beam

propagation, the damping constant (χ) of harmonic oscillators used is considered to be

the reciprocal of the electron collision time [110, 116, 121, 122]. Electron dynamics used

to simulate the temporal evolution of the electron density ρ in the conduction band are

given by the rate equation [122]

∂ρ

∂t
= σIk + αcIρ − ηrecρ

2 − ηdiffρ (4.4)

where the multi-photon ionization rate, cascade ionization rate, recombination rate and

diffusion rate are given by the terms on the right, respectively. The respective variables Ik

and I are the intensities and σ, αc, ηrec and ηdiff the coefficients. The cascade ionization

coefficient (αc) is dependent on the electron-electron collision time amongst other variables

[122].

This approach indicates that the recombination rate of the electrons and the collision

time influence the dimensions of the textured crater. Quan et al. determined fs pulse

induced electron collision times in K9 borosilicate and soda-lime glass experimentally

[120]. The values are summarized in table 4.2 where life times determined at the beginning

and towards the end of the pulse duration are both shown.

Type II and Type I are assumed to behave similar to K9 and Type III similar to the

soda-lime glass studied Quan et al. [120]. Sun et al. show in numerical modelling that

crater width and depth decreases with increasing collision time since the ionization rate

is decreased [122]. An agreement in the change of the width of the crater was found, but

not the depth of the crater. Type I showed the narrowest crater diameter followed by

Type II and Type III.

Increasing recombination coefficient resulting in an increased loss rate is also suggested

to result in a decreased crater width and depth [122]. Here, consistency is found in the
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depth of the crater, but not the width. Type III delivers the shallowest depth followed by

Type II and Type I. Considering the calculated errors, crater profiles of Type II and Type

III were similar. This correlated with the observed transmission trend in figure 4.2a.

Furthermore, observed crater in Type III had a flat-bottom compared to the crater

in the borosilicate glass substrates. Jiang et al. attribute this shape to an increased

reflectivity and absorption coefficient of the generated plasma [121], which might also

explain the shallow features. Additionally, a higher damping constant resulting from the

reciprocal of the collision time might lead to a reduced penetration and thus explain the

shallow depth.

Periodic and random textured surface The observed differences in the dimensions

of the isolated crater were also evident in increasingly random textures. By decreasing the

scribing speed at constant pulse energy, the obtained surface texture was changed from

periodic to random. The topologies obtained at different scribing speeds are illustrated

by the AFM images in figure 4.5.

A white high reflecting powder was observed for very low scribing speeds νmax ≤1000

mm/s. Several studies report nano-particles debris forming around the crater [112, 123,

124] is from plasma plume resolidifying onto the substrate. By applying a strong mechan-

ical cleaning process, the powder could be removed.

Another interesting observation was the evolution of steep crater (isolated dark re-

gions) at points of multiple overlap and peaks following a high spot overlap. Precise

knowledge of the nature of these outliers is of great importance for the quality of sub-

sequently deposited layers. For one, steep regions might lead to empty voids following

TCO deposition, which affects the stability of the front contact. Peaks might cause short-

circuit currents if the solar cell layers deposited are much thinner than the texture height.

Such negative effects are detrimental for the application in thin-film solar cells. Similarly,

particular textures might favour the growth of TCO, which might have a positive effect

on the solar cell performance.

In either case, statistical analysis of the surface texture distribution is an important

and helpful tool to assess these aspects (see Chapter 3, section 3.2 for detailed theory).

The surface roughness σrms gradually increased with rising scribing speed and the height

profile reached the micrometre range. The autocorrelation length (ACL) and skewness

(Ssk) of the texture are illustrated in figure 4.6. ACL (4.6a) decreased with increasing

scribing speed, demonstrating the evolution of smaller features.

The results suggested that the texture remained in the micron range (minimum ACL)

which might however be limited by the scanning resolution. This might be particularly

the case for Type II where lower ACL was than the observed values for νmax ≤2000 mm/s.

It should also be noted that the initial ACL (untextured reference glass) was expected

to be much higher and the observed results were attributed to the bulging surface and
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(a) Type I, 2000 mm/s (b) Type I, 1600 mm/s (c) Type I, 1300 mm/s

(d) Type II, 2000 mm/s (e) Type II, 1600 mm/s (f) Type II, 1000 mm/s

(g) Type III, 2000 mm/s (h) Type III, 1600 mm/s (i) Type III, 1300 mm/s

Figure 4.5: Atomic force microscopy images of Type I (4.5a-4.5c), II (4.5d-4.5f) and III (4.5g-4.5i)

textured at the scribing speed 2000 mm/s, 1600 mm/s, 1300 mm/s (1000 mm/s for Type II), respectively.

Laser parameters used were pulse length τps=8.5 ps, laser wavelength λps=1064 nm, Gaussian laser spot

diameter ω0= 19.5 µm and pulse energy Ep= 115 µJ

presence of foreign particles such as dust on the surface. In theory, ACL converges into

infinity for a perfectly smooth surface.

The texturing degrees observed were distinguished between LSO≪0%, LSO≈0% and

LSO≫0%. Skewness Ssk of the differently textured substrates is shown in figure 4.6b.

The observed elevations in the untextured flat reference were attributed to surface bulging

and foreign particles on the surface. The transition between the texturing degrees was

glass-composition dependant and shifted to higher νmax from Type I, II to III.

The AFM images in figure 4.6b compare the topologies of Type I, Type II and Type

III scribed at 2500 mm/s. Type III crater showed a slight overlap while Type I and Type

II crater were still isolated. The high scribing speeds (LSO<0%) delivered surfaces pre-

dominantly accommodating plateaus with a few craters and thus Ssk<0. With decreasing
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Figure 4.6: Statistical analysis of the topology following texturing with varying scribing speed at

constant pulse energy with (4.6a) the surface autocorrelation length (ACL) and (4.6b) skewness (Ssk)

depicting the structural evolution from periodic to random surface.

νmax, the ratio between untextured plateau/crater decreased and the height distribution

approaches Ssk≈0. Around transition to overlapping crater, peak formation was observed

Ssk>0. The peaks were therefore a mixture of untreated and treated regions, which were

not completely removed.

With increasing LSO, peaks disappeared and steeper narrower valleys at sites of over-

lap occurred. In turn, high overlap resulted in a completely treated surface and the valleys

from multiple overlap Ssk<0. Consequently, steep isolated valleys were observed and their

origins can be explained as follows. After a single spot texturing with sufficient energy, a

layer around the crater is modified. Subsequently, the following overlapping spot partially

encounters structurally modified material, with different properties [110, 122, 123] along

with parasitic debris absorption. The texturing threshold is decreased and the material

can be easily removed. Steep crater as demonstrated in figure 4.5 (4.5c,4.5h and 4.5i) by

the dark regions can then eventually occur. However, these also depend on other factors

such as material homogeneity.

heat-affected Zone (HAZ) This region in the bulk material is prone to structural

changes [110, 115, 124]. The structural modification around the textured crater affects

the bulk material and the surface morphology. This was indicated by the computed AFM

average tip oscillation phase shift measured within the crater and untreated material as

demonstrated in figure 4.7. The phase shift image of Type III textured with νmax=3000

mm/s and Ep=115 µJ (table 4.2) is shown in figure 4.7a to clarify the difference.

Figure 4.7b shows that the averaged phase shift gradually increased with decreasing

scribing speed and was more intense for Type I followed by III and II. The results showed

that the phase shift variation was also glass substrate composition-dependent and more
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Figure 4.7: Phase contrast image of (4.7a) Type III scribed at a speed of νmax=3000 mm/s, pulse

energy Ep=115 µJ and (4.7b) the corresponding averaged phase shift measured for Type I, II and III

following texturing with varying scribing speed

profound in Type I.

Increased and decreasing phase shifts when probing an inhomogeneous substrate are

attributed to increasing and decreasing stiffness of the material, respectively [125, 126].

Stiffer materials show a lower thermal expansion coefficient. Moreover, higher mismatch in

the linear thermal expansion coefficients between film and substrate increases the thermal

strain component in the film. Therefore, the phase shift results suggested that the stiffness

in Type I was higher in comparison to Type II and II and that the stiffness increased with

decreasing scribing speed.

The different chemical compositions of the substrates also determine further glass

properties including thermal capacity (κ), density (ρ) and specific heat capacity (Cp)

which are shown in table 4.1. These parameters influence the thermal diffusion length

(L), which can be calculated for one dimension by

L =
√

κτ

ρCp

(4.5)

The thermal diffusion length is a measure of the distance across which the temperature

propagates in a given period of time (τ), which can be considered the pulse duration

[110, 124] (in this case 8.5 ps). L is thus a measure of how far the energy is dissipated.

For the three glass types, a diffusion length of 2.36 nm, 2.21 nm and 1.84 nm was

calculated for Type I, II and Type III, respectively. The length of the affected region

is similar, considering the used properties were taken from literature [103, 106, 107].

Note that L is calculated with the specified properties for temperatures ≤100◦C. Since

significantly higher temperatures are present during laser ablation [124], higher diffusion

depths can be expected.
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The elevated regions around the crater indicate the glass is molten. The melting

temperature of borosilicate glass is reported be around ≈ 1500 K [115]. During scribing,

temperatures as high as ≥900◦C are therefore probable in the HAZ [115]. The energy

dissipation is continued post pulse duration. Combined effects of the initial and post

energy transfer can lead to material changes in the heat-affected zone (HAZ)[110].

4.1.4 UV-VIS optical properties

Both the morphological and topological changes influence the optical properties of the

textured substrates. The surface area resulting from periodic and random roughness is

increased and enhances light in-coupling along with the introduced light scattering. The

morphological variation is also expected to influence the amount of light attenuated. The

former and the latter aspects are important for the application in thin-film solar cells and

are therefore analysed and discussed in the following.

Light scattering The textured surfaces became milky with decreasing scribing speed,

which indicates an enhancement in light scattering. The diffuse transmission and thus

haze of these substrates increased. It should be clarified that this trend was also observed

after mechanical cleaning of the substrates.

Figure 4.8 shows the corresponding angular resolved intensity ADI. To be able to

compare the three glass types in an overview, only the scattering at the wavelength 700

nm is shown for substrates textured at the scribing speeds 2000 mm/s and 1000 mm/s.

Introducing a slight texture on the surface (figure 4.5a, 4.5d and 4.5g) enhanced the

diffraction into greater angles slightly, in comparison to the reference.
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Figure 4.8: Angular resolved scattered intensity (4.8a) at 700 nm wavelengths of Type I, II and

III textured with a pulse energy Ep=115 µJ and scribing speed of νmax=2000 mm/s and 1000 mm/s

respectively. (4.8b) ADI of Type II scribed at νmax=1000 mm/s respectively.
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Given the crater diameters, this was attributed to geometric optics in the overlapping

regions. Furthermore, the elevated rims around crater might contribute to the observed

scattering. The 1000 mm/s samples on the other hand demonstrated high scattering

intensities in angles up to 80◦.

Type III showed a slightly lower intensity throughout all the scattering angles. Scat-

tering behaviour in Type III was attributed to shallower features compared to Type I and

Type II. High scattering intensity of the very rough surface was attributed to multi-fold

of dimensions resulting from the high laser spot overlap. The textures thus demonstrate

broadband light scattering as shown for Type II (right), which is an important and desired

aspect for light in-coupling in silicon thin-film solar cells.

Transmission, Absorption and Reflections Another important aspect is the in-

tensity of light reaching the absorber material in the solar cell following reflection and

absorption in other layers. Figure 4.9 demonstrates that the total transmission (4.9a) of

Type II gradually decreased and the absorption (4.9b) increased with decreasing scribing

speed from 2600-400 mm/s. This corresponds to increasing LSO from -30 to +80%. A

similar trend was observed in Type I and Type III, with changes being more profound in

Type II.
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Figure 4.9: (4.9a) Transmission and (4.9b) absorption spectra of Type II substrates textured with a

pulse energy Ep=115 µJ and varying scribing speed of νmax between 2600-400 mm/s

The observed absorption was rather high. Loss in transmission near the ultra violet

region is attributed to trapped electrons in soda silicate exposed to ionizing radiation

[127]. Another possible explanation might be measurement artefacts. In particular, the

substrates were measured in the arrangement air/glass/texture/air. According to Snell‘s

law, light propagating from dense to less dense medium is diffracted away from normal

incidence [128]. Highly textured substrates additionally scatter the light strongly so that
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multiple reflections occur on the substrates surface, resulting in an increased absorption.

Laser-induced refractive index variation Highly textured substrates showed in-

creased reflection. The reflection of periodically textured substrates reduced. It is possible

that a different mechanism is responsible for this behaviour. Reflectivity is dependent on

the dispersion relation of the bulk material. A change in the refractive index (∆n) might

be a possible explanation for the increased reflection. The relationship between reflection

and refractive index (n) at a perpendicular incident is given by [128]

R =
(nair − nglass)2

(nair + nglass)2
(4.6)

The refractive index can be measured by ellipsometer spectroscopy. The fundamental

of technique includes the detection and interpretation of phase information of polarised

light reflected from a sample [69]. Textured substrates with an optically rough surface

(e.g. samples textured at 1000 mm/s) cause great errors in measurements because they

scatter and depolarize the light [69]. Hence, only the refractive index variation of slightly

textured substrates (νmax=3000 mm/s), where coherent light propagated following reflec-

tion, were analysed. Substrates were illuminated with a micro-spot beam of the textured

side. Optical constants were fitted from transmission, reflection and ellipsometer data

measurements. The surface texture with the heights 297, 141 and 137 nm in Type I,

Type III and Type III was considered to be a separate layer, respectively.

The deduced refractive index modifications are shown in figure 4.10. The refractive

index of the reference (ninitial) increased in Type I and III and decreased in Type II

following laser ablation (ntextured). The observed behaviour might be caused by different

mechanisms resulting from the rearrangement of different structural units [56]. The extent

of the chance ∆n = ninitial − ntextured was wavelength and glass composition-dependent.
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Figure 4.10: Refractive index change in Type I, II and II following texturing with a pulse energy

Ep=115 µJ and scribing speed of νmax=3000 mm/s. Ellipsometer measurements were fitted with spec-

trometer transmission and reflection data assuming the surface texture to be a separate layer.
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In the (N)IR region, the difference approached a constant value. The maximum ∆n

observed in the different glass types was 0.16, -0.02 and 0.02 in Type I, Type II and Type

III, respectively. The results, particularly, of Type II and III were comparable with values

reported by Chan. et al. [118]. At lower pulse energies, changes in the range of ±0.005

[56] are reported for borosilicate glass. Studies also report on refractive index change of

magnitude 10−4 to 10−3 [118, 129–131]. For higher fluences Fp=40 Jcm−2, refractive index

change one magnitude higher (0.05) is assumed [118].

The observed modification in Type I was a magnitude higher than the values reported

in literature [56, 118]. This might result from defect [127], stress [130] and significant

structural rearrangements [56] at such high texturing energy used. Thus modifications in

randomly textured substrates were expected to be even higher. Limited optical charac-

terisation techniques to assess refractive index in optically rough surface make it difficult

to deduce this variation. A numerical approach was thus taken to model and calculate

the influence of hypothetically high refractive index on the reflection and light in-coupling

in thin-film solar cells and is discussed in the following section.

4.2 Simulation of refractive index variation

The refractive index of Type I and III glass substrates increased and Type II decreased

following ablation. Limited optical characterisation methods for optically rough surfaces

made it difficult to characterise the changes in highly textured substrates. The refractive

index change in glass substrates can influence the performance of solar cells negatively or

positively. Sufficient knowledge of its extent and its influence on the reflection and trans-

mission might however make it possible to exploit the effect to enhance light in-coupling.

Quantification and prediction of possible drawbacks are furthermore necessary for weigh-

ing whether further experimental investigations are required to understand the structural

modifications in order to find means of mitigating them. Simulations were therefore car-

ried out to assess the potential of the modified refractive index at the glass/AZO interface.

4.2.1 Simulation domain

The software Sentaurus TCAD developed by Synopsis was used for 2D finite-difference-

time-domain (FDA) method numerical modelling [132] with the approach validated by

Lacombe et al. [133]. Figure 4.11 shows the simulation domains of the layer stacks

investigated in this study. 2D simulations were carried out for the spectral region 300-800

nm for the layer stack shown in figure 4.11. The layer stack consisted of glass (200 nm),

AZO (800 nm) and i-aSi:H (3 µm). The optical constants of the films determined from

experiment [134]were used as input parameters.

The planes were inserted as demonstrated in the 2D cross section in figure 7.1b to

detect the transmitted (T) and reflected (R) amplitude. The excitation plane was placed
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 4.11: 2D simulation domain of the solar cell layer stack glass/texture/(±∆n)/AZO/i-aSi:H

on (4.11a) a flat reference showing the reflection (R), excitation (E), transmission (T) planes, periodic

(per.) and absorbing (abs.) boundary conditions (BC). Simulation domain of a textured substrate with

(4.11b) rounded crater texture and (4.11c) modified ±∆n region on the glass surface.

within the glass substrate to deliver an electromagnetic field (E) source. Absorption in the

glass was therefore neglected, and a constant 4% reflection was assumed for the air/glass

interface. Periodic (per.) boundary conditions (BCs) were assumed for the vertical sides

of the structure and absorbing (abs.) for the horizontal. A coherent, monochromatic

harmonic, plane electromagnetic wave with a wavelength λ was applied at normal inci-

dence. The AM1.5G spectrum was used for both EQE and reflection simulations, and

kept constant at 1000 W/m2 for the AID simulations.

The aSi:H i-layer was intentionally thick to effectively absorb the wavelengths, particu-

larly in the NIR region with a high penetration depth. Experimentally obtained dispersion

data of Type I was used as input parameters for the glass substrates in the simulations.

The layer stack configuration (without a back contact) allowed a better comparison of

the reflection at the glass/AZO and AZO/aSi interfaces between the reference and the

textured substrates. Periodic textures, rounded (4.11b) and Gaussian crater similar to

those observed in the AFM measurements (Chapter 4, Section 4.1.3) were investigated.

The crater diameter of 2-20 µm was reduced to 1 µm, mainly due to limited simulation

capacity and because this dimension is suggested to deliver an effective light scattering

[45].

Gaussian profile had a depth of 200 nm, similar to the crater depths observed in ex-

periment and the rounded crater a radius of 500 nm. A flat reference was also modelled

to approximate the effect prevailing at the 20 µm crater bottom. A layer with a changed

refractive index (±∆n) (4.11c) was added on the glass surface to simulate the modi-

fied region. For the layer stack glass/texture/(±∆n)/AZO/i-aSi:H, the thickness of the

modified layer (±∆n ) was varied between 50-1000 nm, thicknesses reported in literature
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[115, 116]. Both positive and negative refractive index variations were investigated for the

range 0.005-0.5, similar to experimentally observed and reported variations in literature

[56, 118, 129–131].

4.2.2 Optical generation rate profile

Figure 4.12 shows the optical generation rate (Gopt) profiles at a 700 nm wavelength in

the differently textured substrates. The results are shown for representative parameters

summarizing the most important observations in the variations carried out. The wave-

length of 700 nm was chosen because light in-coupling is relevant here due to its high

penetration depth in the aSi:H layer (4.8 µm). The refractive index at this wavelength

was 1.47 and the results are shown for ∆n−0.005 and thickness 200 nm of the modified

glass region.

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f)

Abbildung 4.12: Optical generation (Gopt) rate profiles at 700 nm wavelength of the solar cell

layer stack glass/texture/(±∆n)/AZO/i-aSi:H on (4.12a) flat reference (4.12b) with ∆n−0.005 modified

region, (4.12c) rounded crater texture, (4.12d) with ∆n−0.005 modified region and (4.12e) Gaussian

crater texture (4.12f) with ∆n−0.005 modified region. Maximum intensity of the colour bar of the

optical generation rate was set to 1 × 1020cm−2s−1.

The flat reference (4.12a) showed a stationary wave in the AZO layer, which indicated

the light was strongly reflected on the AZO/aSi:H interface without any scattering. The

low refractive index change (4.12) on the glass surface did not affect the Gopt profile.

Rounded crater texture on the glass surface (4.12c) changed Gopt to a focused profile.

The distance of the focal point was about 800 nm from the AZO/aSi:H interface.

Decreasing the radius reduces the focal length according to geometric optics [128].

Similarly, increasing the radius increases the focal length beyond the simulation domain

dimensions, as expected for the experimentally obtained 20 µm crater. The behaviour

observed in the flat reference was approximated for the crater bottom while the low

refractive index change (4.12d) ∆±0.005 on the glass surface had no influence on Gopt.
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Gopt focusing behaviour was also observed for the Gaussian profile (4.12e). The focal

length was around 750 nm away from the AZO/aSi:H interface. Focusing was not as

confined as for the rounded crater and extended further into the bulk material. Low

refractive index change (4.12f) on the glass surface did not change Gopt. Altering the

thickness of the refractive index modified region (∆±0.005) on the glass substrate surface

had no effect on Gopt for all the textures either (4.12a-4.12f).

4.2.3 Simulated reflection

The simulated reflections of the layer stacks glass/texture/(±∆n)/AZO/i-aSi:H are shown

in figure 4.13. A comparison between the flat reference and textured substrates (4.13a)

showed that implementing a periodic texture reduced the reflection. Also, slight refrac-

tive index modification whether positive or negative (4.13b) did not influence the optical

behaviour in all the investigated geometries. Furthermore, an increased thickness of the

modified region (∆n±0.005), had no effect on the reflection either. Change in the reflec-

tion was observed for higher refractive index variation.

Figure 4.13c shows the reflection of the layer stack with rounded crater texture and

200 nm modified region with decreasing refractive index. Decreasing ∆n increased the

reflection. While a moderate change (≈2 %) was observed for ∆n−0.05, more intense

(>10 %) deviation was observed for ∆n−0.5. Increased ∆n (4.13d) also enhanced the

reflection, but the extent of the change was not as high as for the reduced refractive index.

Increased thickness of the modified region for higher ∆n increased the reflection intensity

and interference profile (not shown).

It should be noted that in the simulations, the modified region was assumed to be an

isolated layer with a constant ∆n and defined thickness. Furthermore, the investigated

modified film thicknesses were in the range of the wavelengths (≤1000 nm). Thus, optical

effects such as quarter-wavelength anti-reflection (effective medium) might be modelled,

which do not necessary apply to the experiment. Studies show that the evolution of the

refractive index change [56] and molten region [115] around the crater is graded. The

simulation results and trends observed in the reflection following refractive index change

were nevertheless valid. Calculations and experiment of the reflection for the layer stack

glass/AZO confirmed the simulated trend.

Figure 4.14a shows the reflection R = (nglass − nAZO)2/(nglass + nAZO)2 calculated

with the refractive index values used in the simulation. The reflection at the interface

was increased with the decreasing refractive index of the glass substrate. In contrast,

increasing the refractive index reduced the reflection, because the difference between the

glass and AZO refractive indices was minimized. A similar reflection behaviour was

experimentally measured for AZO coated textured Type II glass substrates (4.14b).

The glass substrates were laser textured with νmax=2000 mm/s and 1000 mm/s. A

negative refractive index change of ∆ntypeii−0.02 was measured for the periodically tex-
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Figure 4.13: Simulated reflection of the solar cell layer stack glass/texture/(±∆n)/AZO/i-aSi:H

on (4.13a) a flat reference, rounded and Gaussian crater texture (4.13b) with reduced refractive index

∆n-0.005 region of 200 nm on the glass surface. Rounded crater texture with (4.13c) decreasing and

(4.13d) increasing refractive index of the 200 nm modified region on the glass surface.

tured 2000 mm/s glass substrates. These experiment results showed how the laser induced

morphological changes influenced the reflection. Reflection was first slightly reduced at

a low spot overlap (2000 mm/s) and gradually increased with increasing texture (1000

mm/s). A comparison to simulations and calculation suggests that a decreased refractive

index change of the glass surface is responsible for the observed increased reflection. These

results further indicate that the refractive index on highly textured substrates is much

higher than ∆ntypeii−0.02 of the periodically textured substrate.

For the application in the superstrate configuration, means of mitigating the reflection

losses must therefore be investigated. Molecular vibrational modes of differently textured

glass substrates were therefore investigated from Raman measurements and are discussed

in the following Section (4.3). Furthermore, a better understanding of bulk material gives
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Figure 4.14: Reflection (4.14a) calculated by R = (nglass − nAZO)2/(nglass + nAZO)2 for normal

incidence at the glass/AZO interface for varying refractive index of the glass surface and (4.14b) measured

on AZO coated textured Type II glass substrates

indication of the surface morphology. This is an important aspect for AZO deposition.

Optoelectronic properties of AZO were assumed to be constant for flat reference as well as

textured substrates in the simulations. However, glass morphology influences AZO growth

and thus optoelectronic properties of the AZO. Influence of the glass surface morphology

on the AZO properties were investigated experimentally and discussed in Chapter (5).

4.3 Raman optical properties

Simulation results showed that the reduced refractive index change following laser abla-

tion in Type II glass substrates had a severe impact on the reflection of the substrates.

Raman scattering of Type II glass substrates were therefore investigated to determine the

mechanisms responsible for the reduced refractive index change. The section is organised

as follows: first the commonly found band interpretations in literature for the reference

substrates are discussed (subsection 4.3.1), then the observed variations in the bands

following laser texturing at varying pulse energy (subsection 4.3.2) and scribing speed

(subsection 4.3.3) are detailed. Post-ablation annealing of the substrates was investigated

to analyse the reversibility of the molecular rearrangement and is detailed in subsection

4.3.4.

4.3.1 Band interpretation

Low-frequency region I Figure 4.15 shows the reduced Raman intensity (Ired) of a

reference Type II substrate, normalized to the highest peak intensity. The characteristic

peak shape, observed to be universal for the amorphous state [76, 80, 98, 100, 135–139],

was observed with the maximum intensity around 120 cm−1. The low-frequency broad
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band (ν̄ <300 cm−1) is observed in disordered vitreous materials and commonly accepted

to arise from excess vibrational density of states (VDOS) [76, 80, 98, 100, 137, 139]. The

population density of thermally excited phonon at room temperature is high and observed

in low-frequency Raman spectra [140].
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Figure 4.15: Reduced and normalized Raman intensity (Ired) of a Type II reference glass substrate

The enhancement is observed in the low-frequency region and is therefore frequency-

and temperature-dependent [80]. The origins are controversially debated with contra-

dicting theories in condensed matter physics research [76, 80, 98, 100, 136–141]. One

assumption is the bond-bending modes of interconnected chains which are susceptible to

the longer-range structural (dis)order [140]. In lithium and caesium containing borate

glass, the origin is coupled with vibrations of boroxol rings and rattling-like vibrations

of alkaline ions [100]. Similarly, Gamut et al. assign the band to metal cations such

as BA2+, Sr2+ bond vibrations in borosilicate glasses containing La2O3 and (BA, Sr)Ti3
[142]. Alkali ions are suggested to influence the peak because they constrain the transverse

displacement of the low atomic density structural units surrounding them [76].

The region furthermore becomes cumbersome to interpret, as acoustic modes are as-

sumed to manifest in this band [76, 98, 135, 136, 138–140, 143]. In particular, a linear

correlation between the band frequency and the transverse sound velocity has been identi-

fied [76, 136, 139]. An elevation in the low-frequency region (<55 cm−1) is assumed to arise

from anharmonic (relaxational) motions responsible for the quasi-elastic scattering[144].

The presence of these modes would indicate a disordered structure. Harmonic (or vibra-

tional) motions which account for an inelastic broad band are assumed to be responsible

for the higher frequency region (>55 cm−1) where the boson peak (BP) is observed [144].

Several physical and structural properties of the glass substrates are assumed to con-

tribute to this peak and thus manifest in this region. The frequency and intensity of

the peak are strongly influenced by the nature of the matrix [76, 80]. The peak is also

assumed to be related to other properties such as thermal-conductivity [76]. With respect
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to the demonstrated glass properties in table 4.1, CP is similar for all the glass types,

which might explain the observed similar peak position (not shown).

Other studies have demonstrated that the peak correlates with the shear modulus,

which relates the stress with the strain (shear modulus=shear stress/shear strain) [145].

Strong glasses are interpreted to show an intense peak while weak glasses demonstrate

a weak peak [76, 100]. Structural disorder in the glass matrix is also reflected in the

region and an enhancement in this region would indicate an improved matrix structure.

Variation in the physical and structural properties following texturing and annealing is

thus expected to be reflected in this region. BP dependency on the texturing and annealing

properties was therefore investigated to deduce the modification in glass properties.

High-frequency region Figure 4.16 shows a baseline corrected and deconvoluted spec-

trum of a reference Type II substrate. The baseline corrected spectra were fitted with an

increasing number of Gaussian peaks, until no further changes in the residual occurred

with further added Gaussian peaks [146, 147]. Gaussian peaks were fitted without any

restrictions on the position, width, height and positions.
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Figure 4.16: Raman shift ν̄ of baseline corrected spectra and deconvoluted peaks in Type II reference

glass substrates

For the analysis and interpretation, the spectra were distinguished into the regions

low-frequency II 200-650 cm−1, mid-frequency 650-850 cm−1, high-frequency I and 850-

1250 cm−1 and high-frequency II 1250-1875 cm−1. The assignment of deconvoluted peaks

found in literature is summarized in table 4.3. For all subsequent discussions, detailed

frequencies should be understood as approximate values of the Raman shift (ν̄). The

assignment and interpretation in table 4.3 is reviewed for silicate, borate and borosilicate

glass substrates containing aluminium, earth and alkaline metals.
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Position [cm−1] Peak assignment
L

o
w

-f
re

q
u

e
n

c
y

II

200 − 500 Si-O and B-O network bending [148–151]

495 Q4 SiO4 /breathing of three-membered rings [75, 152]

590 Q2 SiO4/B-O-Si bending [141, 152]

600 metaborate / breathing of four-membered rings [75, 153]

M
id

-f
re

q
u

e
n

c
y 650 − 870 stretching of borate rings [154]

700 − 850 rocking of Si-O-Si bridges [150]

750 six-membered ring with one BO4 units [75, 152, 153]

770 six-membered ring with two BO4 units [75, 101, 104, 152, 153, 155]

806 boroxol rings breathing [79, 143, 149, 152]

H
ig

h
-f

re
q
u

e
n

c
y 800 Q0 orthosilicate stretching [156]

920 Q1 pyrosilicate stretching [141, 148, 149]

950 − 1000 Q2 metasilicate stretching [75, 151]

1050 − 1100 Q3 disilicate stretching [75, 129, 150–152, 156]

1150−1200 Q4 stretching [75, 149–153]

H
ig

h
-f

re
q
u

e
n

c
y

II

1250−1380 free BO3 units [149, 157, 158]

1410 − 1430 BO3 units bonding BO4 in chain [149, 155, 159]

1450−1600 BO3 units bonding BO3 in chain [149, 155, 160–162]

1550 molecular oxygen dissolved in matrix [150]

1670 metal ion transitioned to higher state [163, 164]

1615 − 1870 hydroxyl-related and combined modes or overtones [165, 166]

Tabelle 4.3: Literature review of deconvoluted peak assignment in silicate based glass

The peak assignment is commonly achieved by systematically changing the glass com-

position and observing the changes in the bands in comparison to the corresponding

crystal [149, 156]. This procedure and several others used to assign the bands only give

assumptions [156], which results in the deconvoluted peaks being assigned to several dif-

ferent structural units in different glass compositions [146, 147, 149, 153, 156, 167, 168].

The properties of the convoluted bands (spectral regions) nevertheless indicate the quality

of the glass matrix such as the degree of polymerisation [156].

The structural re-arrangement was thus analysed by comparing the sum of the area

under the peaks at a defined frequency (Aν̄) of a band with the total area (sum of all

peaks) of the spectrum (Atotal). The area fractions were defined as follows:

A =
(A375 + A475 + A495 + A590)

Atotal

B =
(A690 + A775 + A806)

Atotal

C =
(A920 + A1012 + A1114)

Atotal
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D =
(A1350)

(A1350 + A1450 + A1560)

A and C are associated with network polymerization [149, 156] and assumed to indicate

Si-O-Si linkages within the glass matrix [153, 156]. B is assumed to indicate “disorder”

of the matrix and D the variation in the metaborate groups [149, 160, 162].

The high-frequency II ν̄ > 1600cm−1 region contains bands, which are not often re-

ported in literature. Hydrous (1630 cm−1) [165] and organic (1810 cm−1) [169] species

have been reported to manifest in this region. Changing atmosphere in the laboratory

and thus different quantity and quality of species inserted into the matrix during textur-

ing might influence these bands. Furthermore, the bands around 1810 cm−1 might be

greatly susceptible to the linear baseline correction. Thus, only the bands associated with

stretching of the B-O bonds of the borate network [155] in the region ν̄ < 1600cm−1 were

taken into consideration.

In the following sections, variation in normalized Ired, A, B, C and D of reference

and laser-textured substrates are compared. The results are discussed for laser texturing

at varying pulse energy Ep (subsection 4.3.2), scribing speed νmax (subsection 4.3.3) and

post-ablation annealing at different temperatures (subsection 4.3.4).

4.3.2 Pulse energy variation

The pulse energy variation was carried out to determine the laser spot diameter as de-

tailed in section 4.1.3 at a constant νmax=3000 mm/s. The surface texturing with varying

νmax was then performed at a constant pulse energy 115 µJ to ensure a homogeneous tex-

turing (Section 4.1.3). The structural modifications in textured substrates were therefore

assumed to result from the superposition (I) of the single and (II) overlapped pulse energy.

The influence of the single (I) pulse energy on the Raman scattering of Type II substrates

is illustrated in figure 4.17. The reduced Raman intensity Ired (4.17a) did not show any

dependency on the texturing energy. The band shape and intensity remained similar and

suggested that the physical and structural properties were minimally influenced at these

ablation parameters.

The corresponding area fractions A, B, C and D are shown in figure 4.17b. Slight varia-

tions (<3% ) were observed in the area fractions of laser-textured substrates in comparison

to the reference (dashed horizontal line). The extent of the changes was comparable to

values for glass composition analysis [149] reported in literature. An increase by ≈3% at

79.28 µJ pulse energy was observed in comparison to the reference. D reduced by 3.8%

and increased by 9.7% at the pulse energy 79.28 µJ and 117.5 µJ, respectively.

The changes in A and D might indicate increased Si-O-Si linkages and reduced “loose”

BO3 units following texturing with pulse energy <79.28 µJ. Bhardwaj et al. suggest that

the structural modification observed in the glass substrates result from restructuring of

strained bond and molecular rearrangements [56]. Densification of fused silica ablated
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Figure 4.17: Type II glass substrates (4.17a) reduced and normalized Raman intensity and (4.17b)

area fractions A, B, C, D as a function of the pulse energy Ep at a constant scribing speed νmax=3000

mm/s.

with low-energy pulse is reported to result from the rearrangement of broken five- and

six-fold rings to smaller three- and four-fold rings [118] and decreased Si–O–Si bond angle

[56]. Chan et. al. demonstrate that there is a correlation between the increased density,

increased refractive index and 490 and 605 cm−1peaks of the glass. This might explain

the observed trend in A and D and the increased refractive index.

4.3.3 Scribing speed variation

The scribing was carried out at a constant pulse energy 115 µJ and the scribing speed

νmax varied between 6000-200 mm/s. The influence of the (II) overlapped pulse energy is

shown in figure 4.18. The observed variation in the Raman spectra following scribing at

lower speeds was more profound in comparison to the pulse energy variation. The results

suggest that the maximum peak position of Ired (4.18) shifts to lower wavenumbers. This

might be a consequence of a changed refractive index.

Another explanation found in literature for refractive index change includes the mi-

gration of (earth) alkaline metals away from the heat-affected zone, which reduces the

density and refractive index of the region [56]. It is also possible that the investigated

glass had less dense material surrounded by densified regions as a result of stress [56].

Transverse displacement of the structural units around the alkali is believed to be limited

and therefore influences the boson peak position [76]. Constraints from the migrated al-

kali in highly textured substrates might be eliminated. It is also possible that low atomic

density regions hosting the alkali are increased in cross section, thereby reducing the

density [76].

A further hypothesis for the refractive index change includes defects resulting from the
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formation of mobile charge carriers following texturing [127]. Defect formation is greater

for alkali with increasing diameter [130], which might further explain the suggested high

refractive index change in Type II. Highly absorbing trapped hole centres at the site of

non-bridging oxygen Ø near an alkali, are produced from the interaction of the charge

carriers [127]. For multi-component glass, loss in transmission near the ultra violet region

is attributed to trapped electrons induced by fs laser [127]. This might further explain

the observed reduced absorption and transmission in the investigated highly textured

substrates.
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Figure 4.18: Type II glass substrates (4.18a) reduced and normalized Raman intensity Ired and

(4.18b) area fractions of A, B, C and D as a function of scribing speed νmax at constant pulse energy

Ep=115µJ

Elevation in the low-frequency region (<100 cm−1) was observed for substrates tex-

tured with νmax ≤1000 mm/s. Decreased intensity in this region is furthermore an indica-

tion of compromised glass mechanical strength [76, 100], which is a major drawback. The

elevations might be an indication for increasingly disordered glass matrix with decreasing

scribing speed [144].

This assumption would correlate with the changes observed in the area fraction. A

and C decreased by 1.9% and 3.4%, respectively. D reduced by 3% and increased by 22%

at 5000 mm/s and 1000 mm/s in comparison to the reference, respectively. Increased D

suggests the structural disorder results from an increased number of “loose” BO3 units.

Increased B (3.5%) at 1000 mm/s might further indicate the variation in the silicate

matrix structural units.

McMillan et al. [156] associate the bands near 800 cm−1 with silicon vibrations in

Q0 orthosilicate (SiO4) with four non-bridging oxygen (NBO) [156]. They observe that

the band shifts to lower frequencies to near 770 cm−1 and the intensity decreases with

reducing silica content [156]. They further suggest that the vibrations might be due to
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highly polymerized and semi-rigid networks [156].

This assumption contradicts the assignment of the region to the disorder of the matrix.

It might however explain the additional sharp peaks observed throughout the spectra of

highly textured substrates. To recall, a white high reflecting powder was observed for very

low scribing speeds (νmax ≤1000 mm/s), which is reported to result in the resolidification

of plasma plume [112, 123, 124].

The raw Raman intensities of these substrates were lower and characterised with

additional sharp peaks in comparison to periodically textured substrates. It should also

be noted that the error in the fitted data and calculated area fractions increased with

decreasing speed, particularly for νmax ≤1000 mm/s. This might be due to the highly

diffuse scattering surfaces. While the substrates show desired light scattering properties,

the texturing degree was at the cost of material stability. These substrates (νmax ≤1000

mm/s) were excluded from further analysis as the cracks were expected to be detrimental

for solar cell stability. For substrates textured at νmax ' 1000 mm/s few cracks were also

observed. Wortmann et al. report that thermally induced stress resulting from ablation

at high Ep with a high volume of melted and resolidified material is permanent [130].

Cracks, stress and defects in the glass would of course be a trade-off between stability and

performance of the solar cells. Annealing at temperatures commonly used to deposit AZO

was thus investigated as a possible means of reducing observed material deterioration.

4.3.4 Annealing effect

Thin-film solar cells are commonly deposited on glass substrates coated with AZO, which

is deposited at various temperatures ranging between 150-450°C [170]. Before deposition,

the substrates are heated for a considerable amount of time to reach a steady temperature.

Studies demonstrate that laser induced structural modifications are reversible by post-

annealing to a certain extent [56, 80, 131, 137]. It would be an added advantage, if the

induced annealing effect at temperatures used for AZO sputtering were permanent and

also applicable to laser induced stress. For this investigation Type II substrates were

heated for one hour at temperatures between 150-450°C. Annealing was carried out for

substrates scribed at a constant pulse energy Ep=115µJ and varying scribing speed νmax

6000-1000 mm/s.

Figure 4.19 shows the normalized reduced intensities of annealed substrates. For a

better overview only the reference figure 4.19a and substrates textured at 1000 mm/s

figure 4.19b are shown. The results suggest that Ired of the reference substrates does not

change following annealing at 150-450°C. A similar behaviour was observed in periodically

textured sub stares. The intensity of the reduced Raman reduced (ν̄ >100 cm−1) and

widened (ν̄ >100 cm−1) with increasing temperatures for highly textured substrates in

comparison to the reference. Similar observations are made by Yannopoulos et al. who

summarise that annealing induced changes in low energy region of the Boson peak, induced
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a blue-shift of the maximum peak frequency and decreased the intensity [80].
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Figure 4.19: Type II glass substrates reduced and normalized Raman intensity Ired of (4.19a) reference

and (4.19b) textured glass substrates at 1000 mm/s as a function of annealing temperatures

Figure 4.20 shows the area fraction of A (4.20a), B (4.20b), C (4.20c) and D (4.20d)

for νmax <3000 mm/s. Higher scribing speeds are not shown because the area frac-

tions of periodically textured and post-annealed substrates did not show any variation.

The results suggested that molecular vibrations in highly textured substrates such as

νmax =1000 mm/s changed post-annealing. For example, A and B decreased by 22% and

>2% following annealing at 450°C in comparison to the textured (1000 mm/s) reference,

respectively.

Chan et. al. show that the refractive index increases with increasing 490 and 605

cm−1peak intensities. The reduced A and B might be an indication of the reversed ef-

fect. The results did not show a clear dependency between annealing and mid-frequency

vibrations resulting from Si-O-Si linkages. The intensity of B-O vibrations in the high

frequency II assigned to “loose” BO3 units was slightly lower (with the exception of 1000

mm/s at 450°C) following annealing in comparison to the reference. Samples were mea-

sured several weeks after annealing and the reversed effect was still observed. The results

suggested that annealing with increasing temperatures improved material properties, par-

ticularly in randomly textured substrates.

In summary, laser texturing glass substrates with decreasing scribing speed changed

the obtained surface texture from periodic to random. Light scattering properties of sub-

strates increased with increasing texture. The results demonstrated that laser texturing

also induced atomic-scale structural re-arrangements comparable to literature [56, 118,

129] in Type II glass substrates. Numerical modelling and calculations suggested that the

refractive index change was much higher in highly textured substrates than in periodically

textured substrates. The reduced refractive index was detrimental for light in-coupling in
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Figure 4.20: Area fractions A (4.20a), B (4.20b), C (4.20c) and D (4.20d) for substrates textured at

νmax <3000 mm/s as a function of annealing temperature

silicon thin-film solar cells stacks. The Raman spectra suggested that increased three- and

four-fold rings or alternatively Si-O-Si linkages were responsible for the increased refrac-

tive index. The results suggest that annealing between 150-450°C reduces the structural

modification.

Both the topological and chemical changes on surface are crucial aspects for deposition

and growth of AZO front electrodes. Mobile metals and charge carriers present near the

surface resulting from the migration might diffuse into the AZO films during deposition.

Depending on the nature of the ions, this might be detrimental if they act as contaminants

[96]. Similarly, the topology as well as the densified and decompressed borosilicate network

in the heat-affected zone, which is also assumed to prevail on the surface might promote or

impend AZO nucleation. This would then influence the growth mechanisms and further

affect AZO structure-dependent properties and subsequently the solar cell performance.

These aspects are investigated in the following Chapter 5 where the quality of AZO
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films deposited on differently textured substrates at different temperatures are analysed.

Drawbacks of using textured carrier substrates addressed in literature such as deteriorated

AZO properties are addressed. Consequently, silicon thin-film based solar cells in the

substrates and superstrate configuration are investigated along with micromorph tandem

solar cells in Chapter 7. Potential of highly textured glass with low transmission for

bifacial application in nip solar cells is assessed.
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5 Aluminium doped zinc oxide

The topology of picosecond laser-textured glass substrates was changed from periodic to

random with decreasing scribing speed. Phase contrast images and molecular vibration

modes showed structural modifications in textured substrates compared to reference sub-

strates. The morphology of the glass substrate influences AZO growth and the quality

of the final polycrystalline films. The optoelectronic properties of AZO depend on its

microstructure and are relevant for the performance of solar cells. This summarises the

results of DC magnetron sputtered AZO on the differently laser-textured glass substrates.

5.1 Thin-film growth

Aluminium doped zinc oxide (AZO) is an attractive transparent conductive oxide (TCO)

due to its wide band gap Eg (≈3.4 eV) [96] and large exciton binding energy (60 meV) [90].

It is abundant, non-toxic and stable in hydrogen-rich ambient and therefore a suitable

front electrode in thin-film solar cells. Thin and highly conducting AZO films are desired

for this application to reduce parasitic absorption. One main challenge is the trade-off

between the optical and electrical properties.

The electrical properties can be improved by increasing the charge carrier concentra-

tion and mobility by reducing the scattering centres [171]. Optoelectronic properties can

be adjusted by deposition conditions such as temperature and pressure, depending on the

deposition technique. Methods of depositing AZO include pulsed laser deposition (PLD),

chemical vapour deposition (CVD) and physical vapour deposition (PVD) [172]. Sput-

tering is a PVD technique readily used and its advantages include the use of relatively

low substrate temperatures, flexible deposition parameters and rapid large area coverage

[90, 96, 172].

In this study, AZO films were deposited on differently textured Type II glass substrates

by DC magnetron sputtering. (A detailed analysis of the glass substrates and ablation

parameters is given in Chapter 4, Section 4.1.3). The investigated AZO film thicknesses

were 75, 552, 650, 869, 1340 and 1963 nm. The thickness measurements were carried out

on flat references and assumed to apply for textured substrates in co-deposition.

It should also be noted that the deposition conditions were not optimized for the tex-

tured substrates. Rather, deposition parameters (Chapter 3) were kept constant and the

substrate surface texture was the only variable in the sputtering process. The aim was

a better comparison between AZO deposited on flat reference and textured substrates.

Growth mechanisms and parameters influencing the evolution must be understood to com-

pare the substrates. The fundamental stages of thin-film growth are therefore summarized
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in the following section.

Fundamental growth stages Thin-film growth is distinguished into two phases (I)

initial growth and (II) actual growth [173]. Initial growth (I) starts with the sputtered

high energetic adatoms impinging on the glass substrate surface from various directions

[174]. Successful adsorption of adatoms is dependent on several parameters including

their trapping probability and sticking coefficient or probability to remain adsorbed [175].

The substrate molecules interact with the condensed adatoms by van-der-Waals forces or

chemical bonds [175] depending on their nature. The former results in physisorption and

is observed for non-polar molecules while the latter in chemisorption by polar molecules

[175].

Chemisorption leads to stretching of bonds on the substrate, which creates surface

tension γs [175, 176]. The surface tension also depends on the energy of broken bonds

of atoms exposed on the surface, which in turn is determined by the crystallographic

orientation γ(hkl) of the substrate [176]. The tension can be reduced if the adatoms have

sufficient energy and time to diffuse to lower energetic sites. Moreover, the diffusion rate

increases with rising substrate temperatures.

For thin-film growth to occur, the surface energy barrier must be overcome by adatoms

arriving on the surface. In the PVD process, this is possible because the vapour adatoms

have a higher chemical potential than the condensate on the substrate surface. Con-

densates eventually form nuclei, the building blocks of the film growing in the actual

growth (II) phase [173]. Growth forms are distinguished into three conditions as shown

in figure 5.1.

Epilayer thickness

3D island

Substrate Substrate

S-K growthNucleation growthLayer by layer growth

Substrate

Figure 5.1: Schematic of growth models resulting from substrate and film mismatch [174]

The growth model depends on the relationship between the surface energies of the

substrate γs, film γf and substrate-film interface γi which are distinguished into

• γi + γf ≤ γs layer-by-layer growth, also termed wetting and commonly known as

the Frank-van der Merwe model (FW) [174]. The adatoms are attracted more

to the substrate than to each other [176]. As a consequence, monolayer island

aggregates first grow and then coalesce to form a monolayer [177]. This growth
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mechanism is considered to be thermodynamically stable and dominant for homo-

and heteroepitaxial growth of lattice matched materials.

• γi + γf ≫ γs 3D island growth (no wetting), also termed Volmer-Weber model

(VW). This nucleation mechanism is considered to be thermodynamically unstable

and prevails when film and substrate materials are structurally and chemically highly

mismatched [174]. The adatoms are stronger attracted to each other than to the

substrate [176]. As a result, individual nuclei grow dispersed [91] on the surface

before reaching a critical size where coalescence occurs.

• γi + γf ≥ γs layer-by-layer followed by island growth described by the Stranski-

Krastanov model (SK). This intermediate model is generally accepted for low-lattice

mismatched systems [174]. Initial monolayer layers grow under thermodynamically

stable conditions [174] and result in a strained monolayer to match the substrate

[176] covering the surface [173]. The strain energy increases with the number of

strained layers. The system thus becomes unstable with increasing film thickness

due to the increased interface energy [176]. Consequently, the film growth is shifted

to 3D growth [174].

The growth conditions can be shifted by changing γi [175]. This can be achieved by

carefully matching the substrate with the film material. The interface energy γi is lower

when the substrate and film share the same bonding nature (covalent/ionic/metallic).

Furthermore chemical reactivity lowers γi, which can be achieved by curing or peening

the substrate or film surface. The former and latter influence the ability of the substrates

to dissociate oxygen molecules that condense from the gas vapour [172] during AZO

deposition. Low reactivity causes the formation of peroxides, resulting in a non-reactive

interface which impends the initial growth [172]. On the other hand, a reactive surface

can dissociate the oxygen molecules and promote growth [172].

Heterogeneous nucleation at cites of defects, steps and contamination is favoured be-

cause γi is lower on these sites. With respect to the investigation carried out, the glass

substrate is amorphous with short-range order. The atomic “disorder” is thus expected

to lower γi. The surface roughness and structurally modified regions are also expected to

change γi.

Initial island growth is followed by competitive growth of differently oriented neigh-

bouring islands in AZO [91, 173]. Ellmer et al. observe an approximately 2-3 nm amor-

phous nucleation layer of ZnO sputtered on different substrates [172]. The thickness of

the amorphous layer and polycrystalline film is changed by optimizing the deposition

parameters.

Structure zone model The structure zone model gives the relationship between poly-

crystalline films quality and deposition temperature and pressure. The polycrystalline
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film properties vary when transitioning from low (high) to high (low) temperature (pres-

sure) sputtering parameters [173, 175, 178]. Figure 5.2 shows the different zones I, T and

II used to distinguish the films [173, 175, 178].

Figure 5.2: Structure zone model of AZO sputtered with varying substrate temperatures and depo-

sition pressure [178]

• Zone I is characterised by porous layers with tapered crystallites due to low ad-atom

mobility (slow surface diffusion) and shadowing of incident adatoms by the surface

roughness.

• Zone T is a transition phase between zone I and II and is characterised by dense

fibre-like grains.

• Zone II results in dense continuous columnar grains due to high ad-atom mobility.

Particularly for rough surfaces, the high mobility compensates the shadowing effect.

Hence growth is mainly controlled by diffusion of adatoms on the surface which

results in more dense layers with small columnar grains.

• Zone III (not shown at T>270°C and partial pressure <1µm) conditions at low

pressure and high temperatures allow the recrystallization of grains. Bulk diffusion

and coalesce leads to formation of larger grains.

In this study, depositions were carried out at high temperatures of 350 °C and a low

pressure of 6 × 10−3 mbar. Thus, a growth within Zone II and III is expected. Since the

deposition parameters were kept constant, the AZO film microstructure is expected to

be mainly dependent on the substrate surface geometry, film bulk and surface diffusion,

thermal expansion and lattice mismatch [175].
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5.2 Microstructure

Figure 5.3 shows an example of a baseline corrected and normalized XRD pattern of an

AZO film and theoretical reflexes for a wurtzite structure [179]. For all the investigated

films, the diffraction of the (002) plane was the most significant which indicated a preferred

c-axis orientation. Other studies show that the (002) orientation is preferred over other

planes already during initial growth [180] and competitive growth of islands [91].

Coalescence of islands leads to a columnar growth of polycrystalline films perpendicu-

larly to the substrate plane and with an inclination towards the sputtering flux direction

[181]. One possible explanation for the preferred growth orientation is the low surface

energy of (002) compared to other facets [180]. The low energy facets grow parallel to the

substrate normal in a thermodynamically stable system [173, 180]. In addition to that,

the effect is increased with rising binding energy between the film and the substrate [180].
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Figure 5.3: XRD pattern of 552 nm AZO film deposited on a glass substrate scribed with 1000 mm/s

following baseline correction and normalisation to the highest intensity. theoretical reflexes expected for

a wurtzite ZnO structure are shown and indexed by the red vertical lines[179]

Figure 5.4 shows SEM images of the AZO films on differently textured substrates.

The cross section of the 75 nm film (5.4a) deposited on a periodically textured glass

substrate (top) suggested that the growth was compact and columnar. Compact small

grains (bottom) and a low density of small islands were indicated on the surface. The

lateral dimension of the grains increased with rising film thickness. Figure 5.4b shows the

grains were bigger for the 552 nm film in comparison to the 75 nm film (5.4a).

The intensity and full width at half maximum (FWHM) βhkl of the (002) reflex in-

creased and decreased with increasing film thickness, respectively. The reflexes of the

AZO films on highly textured substrates had a lower intensity and broader βhkl in com-

parison to periodically textured substrates. The measured reflex intensity is influenced by
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 5.4: Scanning electron microscope (SEM) images of the investigated AZO films. (5.4a)

cross-section (top) and view (bottom) of the 75 nm film on a periodically textured glass substrates,

(5.4b) (002) oriented crystallites, grain boundaries and voids in a 552 nm AZO film and (5.4d) different

crystallographic oriented planes and (5.4c) showing coalesce of crystallites

several substrate properties and film quality such as surface roughness and voids, respec-

tively. Figure 5.4c shows a 552 nm AZO on a highly textured 1000 mm/s substrate. The

SEM image indicates that coalescing of crystallites and grains formed occasional voids at

unfavourable angles of intersection.

The intensity of the reflexes from planes such as (100), (101), (102), (110), (103),

(112), (004), (104), (203), (114) and (105) increased with increasing glass surface texture

for all the investigated film thicknesses. Figure 5.4d shows a 552 nm AZO film deposited

on a glass substrate scribed at 1600 mm/s. The film shows crystallites with different

crystallographic orientation and coalesced grains. Moreover, the different orientations

suggest that the crystallinity of the substrates is reduced.

5.2.1 Grain properties and Strain

Figure 5.5 shows the crystallite size D and strain ε for the different film thicknesses as a

function of the laser texturing scribing speed, respectively. (The Scherrer and Williamson
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Hall method used to determine the former and latter are detailed in Chapter 3, Section

3.5.2). The results showed that the crystallite size decreased with decreasing scribing

speed. Thereby, the strain in the films on highly textured substrates was higher in com-

parison to the periodically textured and reference substrates, respectively.
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Figure 5.5: Crystallite size D(5.5a) and (5.5b) strain ε as function of the scribing speed and AZO

film thickness

This might be because the increasing surface texture causes step defects, which lower

the interface energy and favour heterogeneous nucleation [175]. As a result, differently

oriented crystallites grow. It is however possible, that other factors such as stress caused

by impurities contribute to the strain (Chapter 3, Section 3.9b). The stress in the films

is assumed to consist of the two components (I) intrinsic stress introduced by impurities

and defects in the crystal and (II) extrinsic stress introduced by the lattice mismatch and

thermal expansion coefficient mismatch between the film and substrate [86]. The former

and latter might be applicable to the investigated glass substrates and is discussed in the

following sections.

5.2.2 Impurities and defects in the crystal

Al2O3 and ZnO contents of the target were kept constant during the deposition. It is

possible that excess Al or Zn diffused from the textured glass substrate surface and was

incorporated into the films. Bhardwaj et al. show that densification during laser ablation

in glass is accompanied by ion migration [56]. It is possible that ionized elements are

increasingly present on the surface with increasing texture.

Taking the glass composition into consideration, these can include ions from the glass

former such as Al3+, B3+and O2− and modifiers such as Cl−, Na+, Ca2+ and Mg2+. Ele-

ment mapping by energy-dispersive X-Ray (EDX) spectroscopy demonstrated a variation
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in the distribution of the latter elements, along with potassium (K), carbon (C) and sili-

con (Si). Figure 5.6 shows an example of the 75 nm AZO deposited on a glass substrate

scribed with 2600 mm/s.

SEM cross-section image (5.6a) shows an edge of a crater with a conform region

demonstrating variation in the glass composition. The region is assumed to be the heat-

affected zone (HAZ) during laser ablation. For a better overview, the AZO/glass interface

is marked by the solid red line. EDX images show that Zn (5.6b) is mainly detected in

the AZO film and a very low content is homogeneously distributed in the glass substrate.

Detected O content (5.6c) on the other hand is higher, but with an inhomogeneous dis-

tribution extending beyond the HAZ in the bulk substrate. Interestingly, a higher Al

content is detected in the HAZ than in the film and rest of bulk material. It should be

noted that the elements might also diffuse between the film and substrate during mea-

surements. However, a correlation with the HAZ and element distribution makes the

observation plausible.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 5.6: Scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of 75 nm AZO films on a 2600 mm/s tex-

tured glass earth alkaline aluminoborosilicate glass (5.6a) and the corresponding energy dispersive X-ray

spectroscopy (EDX) showing the distribution of (5.6b) Zn (5.6c) O and (5.6d) Al in the films and glass

substrate

The distribution of the elements is expected to increasingly vary with increasing tex-

turing. Foreign elements diffusing into the AZO film can either act as contaminants or

dopants, depending on their nature. The extent of the influence depends on the element

properties such as atomic or ionic radius, charge and the defects resulting from their
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incorporation into the crystal lattice. Studies show that ZnO, which is intrinsically n-

type, has a high compressive stress (2.43×109 N/m2) with predominant Zn interstitials

in nonstoichiometric pure ZnO [86]. Excess Zn diffusing into the AZO film might also

cause a similar effect. Studies show that for ZnO homoepitaxial growth, the Zn atoms

evaporated from the Zn-face at low temperatures around 380 ◦C [182]. Deposition in this

investigation was carried out at 350°C which might also induce Zn diffusion from the glass

into the growing AZO films and possibly act as a contaminant.

Incorporating 1% Al into ZnO reduces the compressive stress to 1.34×109 N/m2 [86].

Substitutional defects resulting from Al3+ with an atomic radius of 0.039 nm taking the

place of Zn2+ with an ionic radius of 0.06 nm in the crystal shortens the c lattice parameter

[86]. Other cations such as Mg2+ with an atomic radius of 0.057 nm and Na+ (0.099 nm)

can also substitute Zn2+ [183–185]. Al shortens the c lattice parameter, alleviates the

residual compressive stress and decreases the resistivity [86]. This could be a possible

explanation for the slightly reduced strain in films on periodically textured substrates in

comparison to the reference and highly textured substrates, respectively.

Defects and imperfections in the crystal structure cause formation of grain boundaries

and thus reduce the sizes of the grains. However, Cebulla et al. report improved crys-

talline quality following addition of Al to ZnO [96]. They attribute the observation to

the beneficial role of Al as a surfactant in the growth process. Surfactants reduce the

substrate-film interface energy and promote FM layer-by-layer growth.

Lu et al. [86] propose a different model called stress-release mechanism which correlates

the stress with the grain size. In this model, the decrease in the stress is accompanied

by an increase in grain size. Reduced stress is assumed to (I) alleviate stress-induced

defects such as dislocations in film thus improving the crystal perfection and (II) as an

alternative mechanism to islands formation, for relieving the strained system to promote

two-dimensional 2D growth. It is possible that both models apply to the investigated films

and further alternative mechanisms could be responsible for the observation as discussed

in the following sections.

5.2.3 Lattice and thermal expansion mismatch

laser-textured glass substrates surface morphology was changed as suggested by HAZ

in the SEM cross-section images (figure 5.6) and indicated by the AFM phase-contrast

images. The substrate local chemical environment changes the cantilever tip-sample inter-

action during the discrete tapping mode measurements. Increased and decreasing phase

shifts when probing an inhomogeneous substrate are attributed to increasing and decreas-

ing stiffness of the material, respectively [125, 126].

Stiffer materials show a lower thermal expansion coefficient. Higher mismatch in the

linear thermal expansion coefficients between film and substrate increases thermal strain

component in the film. The linear thermal expansion coefficient of float glass is around
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αglass = 9 × 10−6 K−1 and that of a of ZnO αZnO = 4 × 10−6 K−1 [96]. The results

suggested that Type I was stiffer than Type II and III following ablation. Furthermore,

highly textured substances were also suggested to have a higher material stiffened. The

linear thermal expansion coefficient is assumed to be lowest in Type I and highly textured

substrates. It is therefore possible that the periodically textured substrates show reduced

strain, due to a lower thermal expansion, which is closer to that of ZnO in comparison to

the flat reference and highly textured substrates.

Lattice mismatch and thermal expansion also play a significant role in thin-film growth.

Periodically textured substrates could have a lower thermal expansion, which is better

matched with that of the AZO films. This could explain the reduced strain compared to

the flat reference, particularly for 75 nm AZO. Similarly, much lower or higher mismatch,

as possible for the reference could induce a high strain.

Bulk morphological changes were suggested by Raman spectra and Ellipsometer data.

The results suggested that laser scribing at low pulse energy (Ep) and high scribing speed

(νmax) increased the number of three- and four-fold boroxol rings or alternatively the Si-

O-Si linkages in the glass matrix. At high Ep and low νmax, randomly textured substrates

suggested that the number of five- and six-fold boroxol rings or alternatively orthosilicate

species increased in the glass matrix (table 4.3).

The S-O bond length in isolated units is longer (0.163 nm) than in the framework

(0.161 nm) [186]. Assuming the surface is affected in a similar manner, this could explain

the higher strain in the films on flat reference compared to textured substrates. Studies

show that ZnO strain and dislocation density can be reduced when substrates with a

similar lattice (a=0.325 and c=0.5213 nm) are used [182]. Crystallographic defects are

formed at interfaces of highly mismatched systems. Such defects cause electronic defect

states within the band gap which can act as recombination centres [172].

Increasing film thickness relaxes the strain as the grain boundaries migrate and are

reorganized [175]. Grains furthermore coalescence to reduce the surface tension with

increasing deposition time at elevated deposition temperatures. Crystallinity, grain size

and defects influence the mobility and concentration of charge carriers in the film, which

in turn affects the resistivity [86, 96]. As a matter of fact, the resistivity of the front

contact is an important parameter for the use in thin-film solar cells, because it influences

the solar cells series resistance. It is therefore important to investigate and understand

the electrical properties of the films.

5.3 Electrical properties

The sheet resistance Rs of the films was characterised by four-point probes to determine

whether the electrical properties were significantly different. Hall measurements were then

carried out using the van der Pauw method to give a better understanding of the electrical
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properties of the films. Figure (5.7) shows the resistivity ρ of the AZO film thicknesses

75, 552, 869 and 1963 nm.
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Figure 5.7: Resistivity ρ of the AZO films from co-deposition on flat reference and textured glass

substrates.

The resistivity of the films on periodically and randomly textured substrates decreased

and increased in comparison to the reference, respectively. The difference between the

reference and periodic texture was estimated to be ≈1 kΩ/�. These values were higher

than the determined error, and suggested a significant change in the resistance of the

films on the differently textured substrates. The difference between the AZO film re-

sistance measured on differently textured substrates was however suggested to decrease

with increasing film thickness. For the ≈2 µm film, the difference of merely <1Ω/� was

determined.

One possible explanation for the observations is the changed film thickness on the

differently textured substrates as a consequence of the changed step coverage. Another

possible explanation is the changed carrier concentration and mobility. The former and

latter aspects are discussed in the following sections.

5.3.1 Charge carrier concentration and hall mobility

Figure 5.8 shows the charge carrier concentration ne and Hall mobility µH of the AZO

films as a function of the scribing speed and film thickness. The results suggested that the

charge carrier concentration (5.8a) slightly increased with increasing film thickness. The

variation remained within the same magnitude (1020 cm−3). Minimal enhancement was

observed in the textured substrates in comparison to the reference. The highest enhance-

ment was observed for the 75 nm AZO film where ne was suggested to be about 5.7×
1019 cm−3 on the flat reference substrate and ≈1.2× 1020 cm−3 on textured substrates.

The carrier concentration of the films with the same thickness on the differently textured

substrates was similar.
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Figure 5.8: (5.8a) charge carrier concentration ne and (5.8a) Hall mobility µH of the AZO films from

co-deposition on flat reference and textured substrates at different scribing speeds

The mobility (figure 5.8b) increased with increasing film thickness. For films with the

same thickness, a slight increase was observed on slightly textured substrates compared

to the reference. The electron Hall mobility in the 75 nm film on the flat glass reference

increased from 4.69 cm2/Vs to 6.64 cm2/Vs on the periodically textured (2600 mm/s)

glass substrate. The mobility decreased with increasing surface texture, particularly in

thinner films. As an example, the Hall mobility of the 75 nm film on the glass substrate

textured with 1000 mm/ dropped to 0.913 cm2/Vs. The change in the mobility can be

a consequence of changed electron scattering mechanisms as discussed in the following

sections.

5.3.2 Scattering mechanisms

The mobility in polycrystalline AZO is limited by several scattering mechanisms which

include neutral impurity µn, ionized impurity µi, grain-boundary scattering µg and lat-

tice vibration µl scattering [86, 187]. Studies show that µl dominates in high temperature

regimes, and can be neglected at room temperature [86, 171, 187]. The scattering mech-

anisms contributing to the Hall mobility can therefore be reduced to

1
µH

=
1

µn

+
1
µi

+
1
µg

(5.1)

In doped oxide films, the observed neutral impurities are low, thus µn is also commonly

not considered [86, 187]. On the other hand, the deflection of the electrons by the charged

impurities results in µi having a major contribution [171] and this mechanism is considered

to be applicable to the investigated films due to the following reasons.

The investigated AZO films were intentionally doped with 2 %wt Al2O3 as demon-
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strated by the high charge carrier concentration (1020 cm−3). Substitutional defects re-

sulting from Al3+ or other cations with a higher charge taking the place of Zn2+ in the

crystal increases the conductivity due to the surplus positive charge. This is the desired

and aimed effect of intentional doping to obtain n-type ZnO.

It is however possible that Al or different impurities diffuse from the glass substrate

into the AZO films during growth and increase µi. Periodically textured substrates can

for example demonstrate this effect and explain the improved electrical properties in

comparison to the reference.

Other cations such as Mg2+ and Na+ can also substitute Zn2+, but result in a p-type

conduction with O2− governing the charge transport [188, 189]. This effect can however be

ruled out or might only play a minor role, since the Hall-measurements showed a negative

voltage for all the samples, demonstrating the films were all n-type.

Further defects include interstitial defects, which are however more common for smaller

elements such as hydrogen. Also intrinsic detects from excess Zn ions from the glass

substrates might increase the impurity scattering.

Another scattering mechanism, which is expected to play an important role, is the

grain-boundary scattering µg, particularly for films with small grains [86]. The inves-

tigated films had crystallite sizes D≥ 10 nm. For free electrons to be scattered at the

boundaries, their mean free path must be higher or in the range of the grain sizes. The

free-electron mean path can be calculated by [187]

L =

(

h

2e

)

(3ne

π

)1/3

µH (5.2)

where h is Planck’s constant and e the electron charge. L ≤4 nm was calculated for

investigated films investigated as shown in figure 5.9. These ere magnitudes smaller than

the grain sizes observed in all the films (figure 5.4). The grain-boundary scattering µg

can therefore be ruled out as an explanation for the observed high resistance in the films

on highly textured substrates. The step coverage is discussed in the following section.

5.3.3 Step-coverage

Sommer et al. also observe a higher and lower charge carrier mobility in AZO films sput-

tered on U-shaped and V-shaped substrates in comparison to the reference, respectively.

They attribute the increased resistivity to the increased grain boundaries in the 600 and

700 nm AZO films deposited on the V-shaped substrates [181] and attribute the higher

mobility in U-shaped textures to reduced growth disturbances [181].

Although the dimensions of the textures in this study are greater, the rounded and

highly textured substrates crater showed a similar behaviour to the U- and V-shaped

textures, respectively. The observed improvement in AZO quality on periodically textured
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Figure 5.9: Free-electron mean path L of the AZO films from co-deposition on flat reference and

textured substrates scribed at different scribing speeds

substrates could thus be a consequence of improved step coverage. Figure 5.10 shows a

schematic of the variation in film thickness homogeneity as a function of the surface

texture.

Sharp edges (5.10a) cause overhangs and their shadowing effect results in inhomoge-

neous films on the walls. Consequently, microcracks are formed at texture intersections.

High aspect ratio geometries lead to poor coverage of the side walls [190]. Most incident

adatoms strike the texture peaks and only a few reach the valleys [175].

Tappered walls (5.10c) improve coverage, which can further be increased with the

angle of inclination α (5.10d). Smy et al. demonstrate that the uniformity of the film

thickness on the side wall of trenches improves by 15% by tilting the geometry angle

(5.10d) from 90° to 82.58° [190].

In the sputtering process, the high energetic adatoms from the target strike the sub-

strates surface [181] from various angles. Energy and distribution of the flux, as well as

noise in the flux influence the resulting quality of the films [175]. The angle between the

particle flux and the substrate normal influences the orientation of the crystalline columns.

Column axis is inclined from the substrate normal to the direction of the particle flux

[181].

The textured substrates thus influence the angle of incidence of the adatoms depend-

ing on the geometry of the surface. Furthermore, the angle of incidence, surface geometry

as well as the aspect ratio are important parameters which influence step coverage. The

surface texture also influences ad-atom surface mobility, which is important for the re-

location to lower energetic sites. An increased diffusion would lower the energy barrier

and promote nucleation, while a reduced diffusion would impend the nucleation. Bulk

diffusion is also affected. Grain boundary migration is necessary for recrystallization of

the films, which enhances the polycrystalline film quality [175].

Rounder edges (5.10b) reduce the shadowing effect and improve the isotropic growth.
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Figure 5.10: Film thickness uniformity variation with changed step coverage (5.10a, 5.10c [174]) on

different surface geometries (5.10b, 5.10d[190]). Bad coverage (5.10a) of sharp edges leads to anisotropic

film growth and microcracks. Isotropic growth is promoted by (5.10b) smoother edges and (5.10c) inclined

walls with (5.10d) an increasing angle of inclination α.

Also, rounded edges, as observed for crater profiles (5.10b) reduce the formation of over-

hangs, which lead to inhomogeneous film thickness growth along the walls of the trenches

[190]. This reduces the porosity of the film, improves the quality [190] and might explain

the observed improved electrical properties in the periodically textured substrates.

The high surface roughness and porous films show favourable conditions for nitrogen

and oxygen chemisorption [86]. Integration of these elements at the grain boundaries

increases the barrier height and thus lowers the carrier mobility [86]. This could be

applicable to the highly textured substrates. In these films microcracks, voids, cusps and

interruption or film instability [190] greatly impend the mobility of free electron, and thus

increase the resistivity of the films.

With increasing film thickness, the voids are more likely to be filled through coales-

cence of polycrystalline films. This might explain the observation that the thicker films

(>1µm) on all substrates demonstrated similar properties. These observed differences in

the electrical and structural properties further influence the optical properties of the films,

which are important parameters for solar cell generated photo current density. Therefore,

the optical properties were analysed and discussed in the following section.
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5.4 Optical properties

The transmission of the substrates was measured with the light first striking the AZO

film, then the glass substrate to be able to deduce the thin-film properties. The results

are illustrated in figure 5.11. The reference glass/AZO substrates for two different film

thicknesses are compared to Type II reference glass substrate (5.11a). The results show

that the transparency decreases in the UV region due to the absorption in the AZO film.

The presence of interference fringes indicates that the layer stack surfaces are optically

smooth. Increased (double) AZO thickness does not affect the absorption in in the UV

region, but rather reduced the transparency in the visible region.
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Figure 5.11: Type II glass substrates (5.11a) transmission of the reference coated with different AZO

thickness and (5.11b) 650 nm AZO on glass substrates textured with a constant pulse energy Ep=115 µJ

and varying scribing speed from 2400-400 mm/s.

The influence of the differently textured substrates is therefore only discussed for the

650 nm AZO film thickness. The transparency of the AZO films in the visible spectrum de-

creased with increasing texture (5.11b). A similar trend was observed in the transparency

of the laser-textured glass substrates as discussed in Chapter (4), Section (4.1.4). The in-

terference effects observed in the reference were also observed in the periodically textured

substrates and decreased with increasing texture. This was attributed to increased light

scattering of highly textured substrates in comparison to periodically textured and flat

reference substrates with optically smooth surfaces. The light is effectively coupled into

the AZO films and the absorption of the films is increased. It is because of this reason

that the AZO films must be thin to avoid parasitic absorption, particularly when textured

glass substrates are used.

The changed absorption tail inclination suggested that the optical band gap shifted

[191]. For better comparison, the absorption coefficient of the films was used to deter-

mine the optical band gap. The optical band gap corresponds to the energy difference
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between the valance and conduction band [86]. It can be determined by assessing the

energy required to excite an electron from the valence band to the conduction band. The

absorption coefficient is given by α = −1
d

· ln
(

T
1−R

)

where d is the film thickness, T the

transmission and R the reflection. AZO is a direct band gap semiconductor [192] and the

absorption coefficient is related to the optical band gap by [192]

αhν ∼ (hν − Eg)1/2 (5.3)

where h is the Planck’s constant, ν the frequency of incident light and Eg the band gap.

The optical band gap can then be deduced from the linear regression between (αhν)2on

the y-axis and hν on the x-axis.

Figure 5.12 shows an example (5.12a) of the absorption coefficient and the linear

regression used to determine the optical band gap of the 650 nm AZO film on a flat

reference and substrates scribed with 2000 mm/s and 1000 mm/s scribing speed. The

deduced Eg values are shown in (5.12b) as a function of the scribing speed. The results

suggest that the optical band gap of the AZO films on periodically textured substrates

decreases in comparison to the reference. A blue shift in the band gap is suggested for

the highly textured substrates.
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Figure 5.12: (5.11a) absorption coefficient and linear regression to determine the optical and gap of

AZO on differently textured glass substrates and (5.11a) variation in Eg as a function of the scribing

speed at a constant pulse energy Ep=115µJ.

Liping et al. show that the band gap increases gradually with increasing stress in

strained ZnO with varying Mg content [191]. They also observe that the increasing stress

is accompanied by a slight increase in the electron effective mass of conduction band [191].

The Williamson-Hall analysis of the uniform deformation stress suggested that the strain

in AZO films deposited on periodically textured substrates was lower in comparison to

the highly textured substrates.
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These results correlate with the observation made by Liping et. al. in AZO films with

low strain [191]. They attribute the red shift in the films to the improved crystallinity

[191]. Tan et al. attribute the blue shift to the amorphous phase in the ZnO films [192].

Moreover, they suggest that the amorphous phase causes an increase in the number of

localized states extending in the conduction and valence bands [192]. The XRD analysis

suggested that the amorphous content in the AZO films increased with increasing texture.

This was indicated by the appearance and increased intensity of reflexes from planes other

than the (002) and might be a further explanation for the observed changes.

To summarise, different AZO film thicknesses were deposited on differently textured

glass substrates. The crystallite size of the AZO films decreased with increasing glass

surface texture. The strain was lower and the electrical properties improved in the films

on periodically textured substances in comparison to the randomly textured substrates

and flat references, respectively.

A red and blue shift of the band gap of the AZO films was observed on periodically

and randomly textured substrates, respectively. The red shift is attributed to improved

crystallinity [191] and the blue shift to the amorphous phase in the ZnO films [192]. The

light scattering of the substrates increased with increasing glass surface texture and the

transparency decreased. The parasitic absorption in the AZO films was expected to be

high because the textured glass surface couples the light into the AZO films. This is one

of the main reasons why ultra-thin front electrodes are required. It is possibility that ions

from the laser-textured glass substances diffuse [56] into the AZO films and influence the

properties.

The suggested lower thermal expansion coefficient might be a possible reason for the

increased and decreased strain in the highly and periodically textured substrates in com-

parison to the reference. Crystallographic defects are formed at interfaces of mismatched

films and cause electronic defect states within the band gap which can act as recombi-

nation centres [172]. Step defects from the texture are furthermore assumed to lower

the interface energy and favour heterogeneous nucleation [175], resulting in films with

different crystallographic orientation. The improved electrical properties of the films on

periodically textured glass substrates are assumed to result mainly from the improved

step coverage. These substrates are expected to have higher density of void, which are

gradually filled with increasing film thickness.

The electrical and optical properties of the AZO films influence the performance of

the solar cells. In the following Chapter (7), the performance of silicon thin-film solar

cells on differently textured glass substrates is discussed.
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Multi-component glass substrates were textured with a picosecond laser with varying

scribing speed and pulse energy. The crater dimensions decreased with decreasing pulse

energy and the surface texture was changed from periodic to random with decreasing

scribing speed and increasing laser spot overlap, respectively. Light scattering increased

with increasing texture. The optoelectronic properties of AZO improved and deteriorated

on periodically and randomly textured substrates, respectively. In this chapter, the per-

formance of silicon thin-film solar cells deposited on the differently textured substrates is

discussed.

6.1 Application in thin-film solar cells

For the application of the investigated textures in thin-film solar cells, their optical be-

haviour has to be matched with the requirements of the solar cell configuration. The

textures promise to be advantageous in different configurations. Transmission and light

scattering are important for the application in the superstrate configuration (pin fig-

ure 2.1a). Section 6.2 demonstrates performance of pin aSi:H solar cells on the differently

textured substrates.

The transparency of the substrate is not important for application in the substrate

configuration (nip figure 2.1b). Highly textured substrates therefore have potential for

this application. This would have the advantage that light reaching the back contact (the

textured glass) would be diffuse-reflected back into the solar cell intensely. Such substrates

also promise to be suitable for bi-facial configuration, where the light is incident from

both sides. Limited transparency might be compensated by the additional illumination.

The experimental realisation of aSi:H nip bi-facial solar cells on differently textured glass

substrates was investigated and discussed in Section 6.3.

Simulation of the periodic texture in the micron range demonstrated that slight re-

fractive index variation on the glass surface did not counteract light in-coupling [193].

Instead, periodic rounded and Gaussian crater texture showed the greatest influence and

reduced the reflection. Crater dimensions comparable to the wavelength lead to a focused

Gopt near the AZO interface. Distance of the focus point can further be varied by changing

the diameter of the crater. This is an import aspect for the application of the geometry

in multi-junction solar cells such as those consisting of amorphous (top-) and microcrys-

talline (bottom cell). While the spectral range below <700 nm is absorbed by the top cell,

a focused behaviour of the range above 800 nm can lead to an increased absorption in the

bottom solar cell. Furthermore, the folded absorber layer around the texture increases
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the absorber material volume and thus the generated photo-current. This concept allows

the use of even thinner absorber layers for both top-and bottom solar cells and has been

effectively adopted to solar cells on textured AZO [194]. The experimental realisation of

aSi:H/µc-aSi:H tandem solar cells on differently textured glass substrates was investigated

and discussed in section 6.4.

It should be noted that neither AZO nor solar cell deposition were optimized for

the textured substrates. Rather, the deposition parameters were kept constant and the

substrates were the only variable in the deposition. The results of solar cells deposited on

Type I, II and III textured with varying pulse energy and scribing speed are discussed.

6.2 pin aSi:H solar cells

Figure 6.1 shows SEM cross-section images of aSi:H on AZO coated laser-textured Type

II glass. Isotropic growth nature of aSi:H [35] was observed on both periodically (6.1a)

and randomly (6.1b) textured substrates. Randomly textured substrates demonstrated

folded structures, which is advantageous in increasing the effective volume of the absorber

material, while keeping the layer thickness thin. This would be a great advantage in

reducing the Staebler-Wronski-effect [13] and retaining the conversion efficiency. Another

added advantage of textured glass is reducing solar cells reflection.

(a) (b)

Figure 6.1: SEM cross-section images showing isotropic growth of aSi:H (6.1a) pin structure with

about 300 nm thickness deposited on a periodically and (6.1b) and 175 absorber layer on randomly

textured AZO coated glass substrate

Figure 6.2 shows decreased reflection of solar cells with increasing texture. Interference

fringes were nevertheless evident, thus suggesting the light was not absorbed effectively.

Solar cells in the configuration glass (texture), AZO (650 nm), pin (300 nm), Ag showed

lower reflection particularly in highly textured substrates as shown in figure 6.2b. The

cross-section of periodic, 2000 mm/s in figure 6.2b and random, 1000 mm/s in figure 6.1

surface topologies are shown and provide a better comparison of the solar cells.
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The low reflection might be a result of increased effective absorber layer due to the

folded structures in highly textured substrates. The effective light in-coupling however

also increases the TCO absorption. The reflection fringes position is shifted to longer

wavelengths on periodically textured substrates before shifting to shorter wavelengths

with increasing textured. The reflection fringes position is shifted to longer wavelengths

on periodically textured substrates before shifting to shorter wavelengths with increasing

textured. This might be a result of the altered AZO and aSi:H film thickness on the

differently textured glass substrates. The changed dispersion of the glass might however

also contribute to this effect.
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Figure 6.2: Reflection of the pin aSi:H solar cells deposited on the (6.2a) flat and (6.2b) textured side

of AZO coated laser-textured Type II glass substrates.

Figure 6.3 shows an example of the EQE and 1-R of pin aSi:H solar cells deposited on

textured Type I and III glass. The configuration studied was glass (texture), AZO (1200

nm), p-aSi:H (10 nm), i-aSi:H (250 nm), n-aSi:H (25 nm), AZO (100 nm), Ag (300 nm).

Solar cell absorption increased with increasing texture for all investigated glass types.

Also, the observed EQE showed less interference fringes with increasing texture. This

was particularly true for substrates textured with narrower laser spots. For laser spots

with wider diameters, a steep fringe was observed around 650 nm.

This was also observed in the simulation of periodically textured substrates (Chap-

ter (7), section (7.2)). The simulations showed that the fringe reduced with decreasing

AZO thickness. Experimental results further showed the fringes reduced with increasing

texture. The fringe was thus attributed to variation in AZO film thickness.

Another interesting observation made in Type I was the slightly lower EQE of solar

cells on the reference and Type III substrates. Assuming the electrical properties are

comparable, this might be due to the more intense texture as suggested by the results

discussed in Chapter (4), Section (4.1.3).
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Figure 6.3: EQE of pin aSi:H on Type I (solid lines) and Type III (dashed lines) glass substrates

textured with 7µm laser spot diameter at different scribing speed

To recall, AFM scans suggested the crater ablated under the same conditions were

narrowest in Type I, followed by Type II and III. Crater heights were similarly steepest

in Type I (276.69 nm ± 13.74 nm), followed by Type II (140.7 nm ± 7.13 nm) and III

(136.85 nm ± 9.5 nm).

It is therefore possible, that parasitic absorption of the substrates and AZO on the

intense texture play a major role. Results shown in figure 6.3 are of a batch with a higher

AZO film thickness of about 1.2 µm to allow a better comparison to the wet-chemically

textured AZO. Thus a reduction in AZO film thickness would greatly increase the EQE.

Figure 6.4 summarises the measured electrical properties of pin aSi:H solar cells de-

posited on Type I, II and III glass textured with 20, 12, 9 and 7 µm laser spot diameter

at varying scribing speed (filled symbols). The properties of the textured reference where

the AZO is wet-chemically etched are shown by the open symbols. Note that the x-axis is

labelled with the laser spot overlap (LSO), as the scribing speeds νmax required to achieve

the same overlap with the different laser spot diameter ω0 are different. For example,

to achieve a laser spot overlap of 50% for the 20, 12, 9 and 7 µm laser spot diameters,

scribing speeds of 1000, 600, 450 and 350 mm/s are required, respectively.

Solar cells on textured reference showed higher JSC than the flat reference. Intro-

ducing periodic texture on the glass surface slightly improved JSC before deteriorating

with increasing texture. VOC , FF and Rseries showed a gradual decrease with increasing

texture and Rshunt showed no tendency. The observed η remained steady for periodic

texture before decreasing on randomly textured substrates.

Improved optical performance was attributed to increased light scattering of the tex-

tured films. Parasitic absorption in the substrate, AZO and Ag back contact however also

increased on textured substrates and might explain the observed reduction in JSC . The

slightly improved VOC might be a result of improved quality of the hydrogenated amor-

phous silicon (aSi:H). Finer textures of the textured reference and substrates ablated with
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Figure 6.4: Electrical properties of pin aSi:H solar cells on substrates textured with varying laser spot

diameters 20, 12, 9 and 7 µm and laser spot overlap (LSO)

narrower spot diameters might be more advantageous for growth.

Another possible explanation might be a reduced energy barrier at the AZO/p inter-

face as a consequence of improved AZO quality. This might be particularly so for the

periodically textured substrates, as they are assumed to have improved step coverage.

Furthermore, Zinc oxide crystallizes in the wurtzite structure at ambient conditions and

tetrahedral coordination of Zn and O atoms result in a polar symmetry along the hexag-

onal c-axis [195]. Several crystal characteristics and behaviour are a consequence of this

polarity including crystal growth, etching, doping and defect generation [195]. Klein et

al. report the work function is influenced by the crystallographic orientation [196]. This

is an important parameter as it gives an indication of the energy required to extract the

charge carriers and is relevant for the AZO/p interface in the solar cell and thus electrical

performance.

Furthermore, the volume of the absorber material is expected to increase on textured

substrates, particularly on randomly textured substrates showing folded structure. The

deteriorated AZO film quality is assumed to be the main cause for the observed poor solar

cell electrical properties on highly textured substrates.

6.3 nip aSi:H bifacial solar cells

Randomly textured substrates were suggested for substrate nip configuration and bifacial

application mainly due to the opacity. The solar cells investigated had the configuration

and film thickness glass(texture) AZO(1200nm), nip(300nm), AZO(200nm). This struc-

ture is by no means optimised for the application and merely aimed to demonstrate the

potential serving as proof of concept.

Figure 6.5 shows the EQEs and reflection of the nip structure deposited on Type II

textured with 7µm laser spot diameter (ω0) and at 355 mm/s (50% LSO) in bifacial
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6 SILICON THIN-FILM SOLAR CELLS 6.3 nip aSi:H bifacial solar cells

application. Measurements carried out were distinguished between the light entering the

solar cell from the front contact (FC) and back contact (BC) AZO side. The former

and latter shall also be noted as forward and reverse henceforth. The reference solar cell

forward and reverse measurements showed interferences.
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Figure 6.5: Bifacial aSi:H nip solar cells 6.5a EQE and 6.5b reflection measured on a flat reference

(grey) in comparison to textured glass (black) scribed at 355 mm/s and 7 µm laser spot diameter with

the light penetrating the solar cell from the front contact (solid) and back contact (dashed)

The reverse reflectivity (figure 6.5b) showed less interferences, and lower intensity.

This is most likely due to the different AZO film thicknesses of the front (1200 nm)

and back contact (200 nm). Forward EQE (figure 6.5a) was however higher than the

reverse EQE. This can be attributed to the changed transparency and contributions of

the parasitic absorption in the p, n-layers and AZO.

Figure 6.6 shows the electrical properties of the nip solar cells on substrates textured

with different laser spot diameters and at a constant laser spot overlap of 50% to achieve a

highly random texture. The filled symbols show values measured on a flat reference from

co-deposition. Furthermore, the electrical properties of the solar cells deposited on glass

substrates textured with ω0= 7µm are shown for both forward and reverse structure.

The nip solar cells on textured glass substrates showed higher JSC than the flat ref-

erence due to the improved light scattering properties. Contrary, VOC , FF, Rshunt and

consequently η deteriorated. Rseries, on the other hand, remained similar and suggested

that the AZO quality was similar. The reverse measurements showed a higher JSC , most

likely due to the reduced AZO (200 nm) parasitic absorption. The back contact AZO

further showed a higher series resistance, which was also reflected in the higher Rseries.

VOC and FF remained similar and η was slightly higher.

One main advantage of the application is the gain resulting from the summation of

the forward and backward EQE. This proof of concept thus shows great potential for the
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Figure 6.6: Electrical properties of aSi:H nip solar cells (glass/texture/AZO/nip/AZO) on substrates

textured with different laser spot diameters 20, 12, 9 and 7 µm at 50 % laser spot overlap (LSO)

application of randomly textured glass substrates for nip and bifacial configuration. Once

again, BC AZO is merely the same as the FC deposition parameters, only with a shorter

deposition time.

This structure is by no means optimised for the application. Also the measuring was

carried out under conditions used for nip and pin with highly reflecting back contacts.

These aspects have to be kept in mind when assessing the results. Optimisation of FC

and BC AZO deposition conditions are hence expected to enhance the performance.

6.4 pin aSi:H /µcSi:H tandem solar cells

Another important aspect to be taken into consideration with textured glass substrates

is their influence on the growth quality of the absorber layers. While this might not be

as important for aSi:H because the material only has a short range, it is detrimental for

µcSi:H. To demonstrate this aspect, the morphology and crystallinity of µcSi:H solar cells

pin solar cells deposited on AZO coated laser-textured glass substrates were assessed and

shown in figure 6.7.

SEM cross-section images of pin µcSi:H are shown for glass substrates coated with

650 nm AZO. The glass were laser textured with a constant ω0= 20 µm and varying νmax

and 1000 mm/s (6.7a). The images additionally show sites with cracks to demonstrate

their detrimental effect on AZO and subsequently µcSi:H growth. The crystallinity of

µcSi:H deposited on the flat side of the textured substrates was slightly higher than the

reference. This might be due to the reduced effective glass thickness following ablation

and thus heat dissipation during PECVD. The crystallinity variation was however limited

to ± 2.5 %. In contrast to this, crystallinity of µcSi:H deposited on the textured surface

decreased with increasing texture by more than 20%.

Folded structures (figure 6.7a) were also observed similar to aSi:H solar cell on ran-
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Figure 6.7: SEM cross-section images (6.7a) showing anisotropic growth of pin µcSi:H on AZO coated

highly textured Type II substrates. The image also shows sites of cracks in the glass substrates, which is

detrimental for both AZO and µcSi:H growth. The crystallinity of µcSi:H (6.7b) on textured substrates

domly textured substrates (figure 6.1b). The significant difference was that the µcSi:H

wall coverage in the valleys was poor. This is detrimental for solar cell performance and

could lead to a short circuit. An attempt to deposit thin single-junction µcSi:H on such

highly textured substrates lead to a majority of shunted solar cells.

Figure 6.8 shows the EQE and 1-R of the tandem solar cells consisting of glass (tex-

ture), AZO (1200 nm), pin aSi:H/µcSi:H (1050 nm), AZO (100 nm), Ag (300 nm) de-

posited on Type I laser textured with 20 µm laser spot diameter at different scribing

speeds. For a better comparison and quantification of the optical performance, a textured

(TCO) reference is also shown. Textured reference showed increased solar cell absorption

and a higher EQE throughout the spectrum. The interference fringes and solar cell absorp-

tion reduced and increased because of the increased light scattering on randomly textured

AZO, respectively. Furthermore, reduced AZO thickness following the wet-chemical etch-

ing reduced the AZO parasitic absorption. Similarly, textured glass surfaces increased the

solar cell absorption and EQE in comparison to the flat reference. Interference fringes

were however still evident, indicating the light was diffused and absorbed effectively.

Figure 6.9 shows the results of the tandem solar cells deposited on Type I laser textured

with 7 µm laser spot diameter at different scribing speeds. The results show that decreas-

ing ω0 and νmax further enhances the optical performance. This can be attributed to the

decreased lateral dimension (D) of the texture with decreasing ω0 and νmax. Scatterers

with lateral dimensions in the range of the wavelengths (D≈λ) show a higher scattering

efficiency in comparison to larger features (D≫λ).

Furthermore, focusing of incident wavelengths by parabolic texture becomes more

probable. Simulations of solar cell layers of periodically textured glass substrates with
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Figure 6.8: EQE and 1-R of tandem pin aSi:H/µcSi:H thin-film solar cells on Type I laser textured

with 20 µm laser spot diameter at different scribing speeds

Gaussian and rounded crater in the range of the wavelength (D=1µm) showed the focused

optical generation rate in the absorber material enhanced the EQE [197]. This aspect was

discussed in detail in the simulation Chapter (4), section (4.2). Experimental validation

of the concept is shown for solar cells deposited on honey-comb AZO surface [44].

Another possible explanation is the increased surface area following ablation with re-

ducing νmax which leads to an increased effective absorber material covering the surface.

The EQE of solar cells on textured glass substrates decreased in the UV region in com-

parison with the flat and textured reference. This might be due to higher AZO parasitic

absorption, which increases with decreasing ω0 and νmax. Scattered light might effectively

be coupled into the AZO layers and the substrate itself. Reducing AZO thickness and

optimising deposition parameters can thus be expected to increase the EQE.

Figure 6.10 shows the electrical properties of the tandem solar cells as a function of

the laser spot overlap (LSO). The filled symbols represent properties of solar cells on

laser-textured substrates and open symbols on wet-chemically etched AZO. The textured

reference showed higher JSC and thus higher η in comparison to the flat reference due to

the improved light scattering. Introducing a periodic texture on the glass surface improved

the JSC and was comparable to the textured reference. Apart from the light scattering,

an increased surface area and thus absorber material might be one possible explanation

for the improvement.

JSC decreased with increasing texture, which might be due to reduced µcSi:H crys-

tallinity. VOC and Rseries did not show great variation and RShunt slightly decreased on

textured substrates in comparison to the flat reference. The efficiency η slightly increased

with increasing glass texture. The optical and electrical performance of tandem solar
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Figure 6.9: EQE and 1-R of tandem pin aSi:H/µcSi:H thin-film solar cells on Type I laser textured

with 7 µm laser spot diameter at different scribing speeds

cells on laser-textured substrates were comparable to textured reference. These are sig-

nificant results because the investigated solar cells had a thick 1200 nm AZO film, which

was not optimized for deposition on textured glass substrates. Reduction in AZO film

thickness and optimisation of the deposition conditions are thus expected to enhance the

performance multi-fold.
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Figure 6.10: Electrical properties of tandem pin aSi:H/µcSi:H thin-film solar cells as a function laser

spot overlap

In summary, it can be stated that improvement in the optical properties of the solar cell

were observed with increasing texture due to reduced reflection and interference fringes.

Deterioration in the electrical properties was moderate. Randomly textured substrates

ablated with smaller ω0 showed most improvement, due to the finer texture. It was

shown that the low transparency could be compensated by using nip configuration and
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particularly for bifacial application. The gain resulting from summation of the EQE from

the front and back contact was shown. The highest obtained efficiencies for the different

solar cells are listed in table 6.1.

Solar Cell Texture η VOC JSC FF

Glass % mV mA/cm2 %

pin aSi:H 7µm(1040mm/s) 5.80 898 9.56 67

pin aSi:H/µcSi:H 7µm(1040mm/s) 7.10 1339 8.37 63

nip aSi:H 12µm(600mm/s) 3.70 858 8.27 53

nip aSi:H bi-facial FC 7µm(355mm/s) 2.30 809 6.48 45

nip aSi:H bi-facial BC 7µm(355mm/s) 3.30 860 7.45 52

Table 6.1: Electrical properties of silicon thin-film solar cells on ps laser-textured glass. Values are

the highest efficiencies of the solar cells from the first functioning run i.e. unoptimised

The reported values are from the first run with functioning solar cells. The deposition

parameters are not optimised for both AZO and solar cells. The performance of solar cells

on textured glass and wet-chemically textured reference were comparable. The most im-

portant comparison is with optimized solar cells from literature. The efficiencies reported

in this study are comparable to literature given in table 2.2. These are significant results

because optimizing deposition conditions for textured substrates is expected to enhance

the solar cell performance. Experimental optimisation of AZO and silicon thin-film solar

cell depositions are out of scope for the investigation. Improvement in solar cell perfor-

mance by reducing AZO thickness is assessed by numerical modelling in the following

Chapter 7.
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7 Optimisation of TCO in pin aSi:H

The experimental results indicated that the laser-textured substrates show great potential

to compete with the conventional state-of-the-art textured electrodes. Numerical mod-

elling were carried out to demonstrate the optimisation potential for reducing the front

contact TCO thickness. The change in the optical losses of the solar cells deposited on

the textured glass and front contact are compared.

7.1 Numerical Modelling

7.1.1 Simulation domain

The software Sentaurus TCAD developed by Synopsis was used for 3D finite-difference-

time-domain (FDTD) method numerical modelling [132] with the approach validated

by Lacombe et al. [133]. Figure 7.1 shows the simulation domains of the layer stacks

investigated in this study. Figure (7.1b) shows a 3D superstrate pin solar cell consisting of

glass (texture), TCO (960-10 nm), p-aSi:H (10 nm), i-aSi:H (420 nm), n-aSi:H (25 nm), Ag

(300 nm). Optical constants of the films determined from experiment [134] and Ag from

literature [198] were used as input parameters. 2D cross section of the angular intensity

distribution (AID) simulation domain with the layer stack glass/TCO/ambient or i-aSi:H

is shown in (7.1c). Simulations in ambient air were comparable to the experiment. The

texture was transferred to the glass surface as demonstrated in figure 7.1c (bottom) and

the thickness was adjusted to 300 nm to accommodate the roughness height.
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Figure 7.1: Simulation domain of (7.1a) 3D superstrate solar cell showing layer stack, (7.1b) 2D

cross-section showing planes and boundary conditions and (7.1c) angular intensity distribution (AID)

with textured TCO (top) and glass (bottom) either in ambient or intrinsic silicon aSi:H

Planes were inserted as demonstrated in the 2D cross section in figure 7.1b to detect
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7 OPTIMISATION OF TCO IN PIN ASI:H 7.1 Numerical Modelling

the transmitted (T) and reflected (R) amplitude. The excitation plane was placed within

the glass substrate to deliver an electromagnetic field (E) source. The absorption in the

glass was therefore neglected, and a constant 4% reflection was assumed for the air/glass

interface. Periodic (per.) boundary conditions (BCs) were assumed for the vertical sides

of the structure and absorbing (abs.) for the horizontal. Coherent, monochromatic har-

monic, plane electromagnetic wave with a wavelength λ was applied at normal incidence.

The AM1.5G spectrum was used for EQEs and R respectively kept constant at 1000

W/m2 for the AID simulations.

7.1.2 Simulated output

Conversion efficiency of the solar cells of η = 1 was used and electrical losses were not

taken into consideration. The photocurrent Jph generated in the respective material was

calculated from the simulated optical generation rate Gopt by

Jph(λ) =
q

A

ˆ

V

Gopt(x, y, z, λ)dV (7.1)

where q is the elementary charge and A the base area of the simulation domain. External

quantum efficiency was deduced by

EQE =
Iabs

Ii

=
Jphh · c

Iiq · λ
(7.2)

where Iabs is the absorbed intensity and Ii is the incident intensity.

Apart from the optical generation rate, the stationary electric field and intensity dis-

tribution are plotted at the transmission and reflection plane. The electric field amplitude

plotted at the transmission plane contains near-field En scattering information. To be

able to compare the simulated scattering results to the experimentally obtained angular

resolved measurements taken at a sample-detector distance of d=92 mm ( Chapter 3, sec-

tion 3.3), the far-field (Ef ) scattering information is required. Near-to-far-field (NTFF)

Fourier transformation (FT) was carried as detailed by Lacombe et al. [128, 133] to obtain

the ADI.

7.1.3 Simulation variables

Realistic texture shown in figure 7.2 of commercially available ASAHI U fluorine doped tin

oxide SnO2:F deposited by atmospheric pressure chemical vapour deposition (APCVD)

with optimized random pyramidal texture was used. The topology was digitized from

experimentally obtained AFM measurements on an area of 10 µm×10 µm. In contrast

to Lacombe et al., the imported surface height profile data points were reduced from

256×256 to 128×128 in the x- and y-direction (figure 7.2). This had the advantage

that the structure formation process in the simulation was faster. Simulation results are
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nevertheless justified, as they were only compared with each other.
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Figure 7.2: Surface topology imported from AFM measurements with figure 7.2a resolution of 128×128

points and figure 7.2b increased texture height

The topology of the imported texture was then varied by changing the aspect ratio.

Figure 7.2a shows a section of the reference texture with a roughness σrms=40 nm, aver-

aged height h1=125 nm and lateral dimension D≈ 200 nm. Increasing the texture height

by a factor for example 3.5 in figure 7.2b changed the surface properties to h3=440 nm

and σrms=144 nm. Further manipulation included increasing the period (not shown).

The following layers were added with slight rounding of the interface. This aimed to

achieve a realistic stack observed in experiment and other studies [35–37] as discussed in

Chapter 2, Section 2.2. TCO thickness was gradually decreased from 960 nm to 10 nm.

For ADI modelling, ambient air was replaced with 300 nm intrinsic amorphous i-aSi:H to

give a realistic distribution within the solar cell. Thick i-layer was used to ensure complete

absorption of low penetration depth wavelengths. This allows a better assessment of the

long wavelengths AID where light scattering is required and investigation of the reflection

at the glass/TCO/aSi:H interfaces in the solar cell.

7.2 Results and Discussion

Optical performance of differently textured substrates was assessed by comparing the

intrinsic absorber external quantum efficiency (EQEi) with the solar cell absorption.

The latter is approximated by 1-R assuming no transmission occurs. Furthermore, the

weighted averaged reflection Rw given by
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Rw =

ˆ λ2

λ1

R(λ)φ(λ)S(λ)dλ

ˆ λ2

λ1

φ(λ)S(λ) dλ

(7.3)

was determined for the region λ1=320 nm and λ2=810 nm using the AM1.5G spectrum,

where φ(λ) is the irradiance and S(λ) the internal spectral sensitivity of the solar cell.

Rw and Jph are readily used as parameters to assess the effectiveness of antireflection

coating [199]. For a better comparison, the percentage increase in Jph in the absorber

layers on textured substrates with respect to the flat reference was calculated by

∆Jph

Jph

=
Jph(textured) − Jph(reference)

Jph(reference)
(7.4)

In principle Jph can be approximated to be the short-circuit current density (Jsc), since

the solar cell is assumed to be ideal without any electrical losses in the intrinsic layer and

contribution from the doped layers.

7.2.1 Textured glass substrate

The effect of transferring the texture from the TCO to the glass surface is demonstrated in

figure 7.3. No significant deviations were observed in the EQEi for λ < 600 nm following

the translation because the wavelengths have a low penetration depth. Results however

suggested interference fringes and reflection particularly in the near infrared (NIR) region

λ > 600 nm were enhanced. Decreased TCO showed reduced parasitic absorption and

reflection in the region λ < 600 nm. Solar cell absorption increased throughout the

spectrum. All in all, these observations suggested that different effects occurred in spectral

regions (I) higher and (II) lower than 600 nm.
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Figure 7.3: Absorption of the solar cells (1-R) and intrinsic absorber layers EQE i on textured glass

substrates with different TCO thickness in comparison to the textured reference
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Spectral region (I) Reflection reduction is dominated by antireflection behaviour of

the front electrode [16, 26, 39, 45, 55, 194, 199]. This aspect is readily used in thin-film

solar cells on textured TCO to implement a refractive index grading at the TCO/i-aSi:H

interface. This interface has been identified to deliver the most potential for reflection

reduction, due to the high refractive index transition and thus high reflection losses around

>10% [194]. On the other hand, glass/TCO interface is not as crucial, as the reflection is

merely around 2%. It is therefore reasonable to assume that the observed antireflection

behaviour in this study is to a great extent a consequence of the reduced reflection at the

former interface. Antireflection can result from different effects.

On the one hand, the TCO thickness (dT CO) behaves as a single quarter-wavelength an-

tireflection coating for dT CO=λ/4·nT CO provided that nT CO =
√

nglassnaSi:H , were nT CO,

nglass, naSi:H are the refractive indices of TCO, glass and aSi:H, respectively [26, 39, 55,

199]. AR effect can thus be expected to be more profound in the blue and visible region

of the spectrum λ < 600 nm and explain the observed shift to shorter wavelengths with

decreasing TCO thickness.

On the other hand, the topology at the interfaces induces an antireflection behaviour

[16, 36, 40, 45, 194, 200–202] particularly for wavelengths higher than the lateral dimension

D of the texture [36]. The mechanism behind this effect is the formation of an effective

medium resulting from the corrugated surface [202]. The refractive index transition is

thus graded at the interface and reduces the reflection losses.

Figure 7.4 demonstrates the influence of the antireflection behaviour on Jph for TCO

thicknesses < 200 nm. Reflectivity of the solar cells on textured substrates was reduced

and the Jph increased compared to the flat reference. Highest gain was observed for the

50 nm TCO thickness with the lowest reflectivity. Further reduction in the electrode

thickness did not enhance light in-coupling, but rather promoted reflection in this region.
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Figure 7.4: Simulated improvement in the photocurrent density Jph and average weighed reflectivity

Rw of solar cells on textured glass with 420 nm intrinsic absorber and thin TCO ≤100 nm.
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Spectral region (II) Apart from the refractive index grading, the texture at the surface

randomises the light, preferentially into greater angles to increase the optical path and

thus the probability of the light being reflected back at the following interfaces. In spite of

the transferred texture, prominent Fabry-Perot interferences were nevertheless observed

for λ > 600 nm.

Similar behaviour was observed in experiment of pin aSi:H Chapter 6, section 6.2

and attributed to the TCO thickness. Isabella et al. observe the effect in pin aSi:H on

periodically textured glass substrates [46]. Neubert et al. observe a similar behaviour

in micromorph solar cells on textured glass, but with larger craters dimensions (700 nm)

[15]. They attribute the interference fringes to the absence of small-scaled roughness

features to achieve sufficient scattering [15]. In this simulation study, an optimized random

pyramidal texture with various feature scales (D≈ 200 nm and σrms=40 nm) was used

and interference fringes were nevertheless observed. Intensity of the interference fringes

decreased with the TCO thickness.

Another interesting observation in the high wavelength region was the overall reduced

solar cell absorption. Reflection was significantly high in comparison to the textured

reference. This behaviour was observed in all solar cells on textured glass substrates

irrespective of the TCO and i-aSi:H thickness. This was a rather unexpected result, since

the parasitic absorption of the silver (Ag) back contact was expected to increase when a

texture is introduced at the aSi:H/Ag interface [200, 203, 204]. Highly absorbing metal

back contact is normally detrimental to light in-coupling in the NIR region. Increased NIR

solar cell reflection however suggests that the aSi:H/Ag parasitic absorption is mitigated.

Changed geometry at the aSi:H/Ag interface was assumed to be partly responsible for

this observation. The topology of this interface in the different solar cells was analysed.

In particular, optical generation rates Gopt in figure 7.5 at the wavelength 640 nm, where

prominent interference fringes were observed were studied. The colour bar in the images is

set to the maximum intensity of 1.28×10 cm−3s−1, which is observed in the flat reference

(not shown) to allow a better comparison of the distribution. High Gopt at the aSi:H/Ag

interface for all substrates confirmed the studied wavelength reached the back contact.

The penetration depth of the λ=640 nm was estimated to be 6.37 µm and 0.69 µm in

TCO and i-aSi:H respectively. Consequently, the light was reflected back into the solar

cell and standing waves occurred in the thick TCO due to insufficient scattering.

Transferring the texture to the glass surface reduced and broadened the texture height

and period at the TCO/aSi:H and aSi:H/Ag interfaces compared to the textured reference,

respectively. Reducing the TCO thickness transferred a more defined texture, with an

increased height. This was suggested to increase the averaged Ag absorption from 1.18%

to 3.06% and minimally influence Rw. However, the results however showed a significant

reduction in the TCO parasitic absorption from 31.76% to 7.60%. Increased substrate

transparency was made a major contribution to i-aSi:H absorption and Jph enhancement.
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Figure 7.5: Optical generation rate Gopt profile at 640 nm wavelength of solar cells on textured

substrates with varying TCO and i-aSi:H thickness

Although thick absorber layers provide useful information, it is necessary to investigate

state-of-the-art absorber thickness. I-layer thickness was thus reduced to 150 nm, which

led to a more evenly distributed Gopt profile and reduced Jph. Reduced Jph showed the tex-

ture was not optimized for thin absorber layers. Measures of improving light management

were thus required.

7.2.2 Light scattering

Studies have demonstrated that an increased light scattering into higher angles correlates

linearly with the generated photocurrent in tandem solar cells [68]. While our investiga-

tions were carried out for single junction solar cells, these are readily used in multi-junction

solar cells. Information of the scattering behaviour is therefore a useful tool in optimizing

the light management. Contribution of light scattering to i-aSi:H absorption enhancement

was investigated by comparing the AID of the differently textured substrates.

Figure 7.6 shows the AIDs simulated for the wavelength 650 nm. The results com-

parable to experiment (ambient air) suggested the intensity scattered into lower angles

was more affected than in higher angles when the texture was transferred to the glass

surface. Changes were attributed to altered angle of incidence and exit at the TCO/air

interface [65] compared to the textured reference. Decreasing the TCO thickness reduced

the scattered intensity particularly into greater angles. Increased specular peaks (area

under 0-5°) indicate the transmission is increased [205]. This is generally observed for

longer wavelengths as λ becomes larger than the scattering texture dimension D [38].

To give a realistic scattering profile within the solar cell, ambient air was replaced with

i-aSi:H. The specular portion was reduced due to i-aSi:H absorption and the intensity in

all the angles was enhanced. Yablonovitch [39] deduced an intensity enhancement factor of

2n2, where n is the refractive index of the material where light propagates. Furthermore,

intensity of the scattered light is proportional to 1/λ4 according to Rayleigh and thus

increases with ν4 [128]. Effective wavelength within a given material with a refractive
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Figure 7.6: Simulated AID at 650 nm wavelength (I) comparing the textured reference with textured

glass in ambient air and (II) textured glass coated with 50 nm TCO in air and aSi:H ambient

index nmat however varies and changes the relation to the lateral dimension D. Transferring

the texture to the glass surface increases D on the TCO surface and thus the scattering

cross-section, particularly in NIR. Topology on the substrate must thus be modified to

obtain a favourable texture on the TCO/i-aSi and Si/Ag interfaces.

7.2.3 Modified glass texture

Influence of modifying the glass topology was investigated on state-of-the-art ultra-thin

solar cell performance. First, films were added on the textured carrier substrate with

slight rounding on subsequent interfaces (h1). The rounding was then reduced to achieve

more defined edges (h2). Finally, the texture height was increased by a factor of 1.5, 2.5

and 3.5, and thus the aspect ratio. For a better overview, only the results of 3.5 (h3) are

illustrated and discussed. (The textures h1 and h3 are shown in figure 7.2b).

Figure 7.7 demonstrates the performance of solar cells on the latter textures. The

results demonstrated λ< 500 nm were effectively absorbed as they have a low penetration

depth <150 nm in the investigated material. Reduced reflection, as a consequence of the

antireflective behaviour, was also evident in the thin solar cells. Fabry-Perot interfer-

ences fringes were however observed to shift to shorter wavelengths, due to the reduced

absorber material. A profound interference fringe was thus observed around 550 nm and

NIR reflection was much higher than in thicker absorber layers. Increased profile height

increased 1-R due to increased averaged TCO and Ag absorption. Increased EQEi was

nevertheless observed which might partly be due to enhanced antireflection behaviour.

Another possible explanation is the increased surface area of the texture covered with the

thin absorber layer. Increased absorber volume increases Jph.

To sum up it can be stated summarise, the potential of application of state-of-the-

art ultra-thin electrodes in silicon thin-film solar cells on realistic textured substrates
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Figure 7.7: Total solar cell absorption and ultra-thin 150 nm intrinsic absorber EQEi on differently

textured glass substrates with 50 nm TCO

was numerically modelled. The results are summarized in table 7.1. The topology of

effectively textured TCO was translated to the glass surface. The results showed that

NIR parasitic absorption in the metal back contact was reduced compared to the textured

reference because of the rounded aSi:H/Ag interface. Changed light scattered showed

minor contribution to Jph. Instead, reduced TCO thickness showed a significant influence

by increasing the front contact transparency and thus absorption in the i-aSi:H layer.

Additionally, an antireflection behaviour of the ultra-thin TCOs was observed for λ <600

nm resulting from a graded refractive index at the textured interface and single coating

quarter-wavelength.

Sample d(i-aSi:H) d(TCO) Abs(TCO) Abs(Ag) Rw Jph ∆Jph/ Jph

nm nm nm nm % mA/cm2 %

Flat Ref. 420 960 30.16 1.18 15.50 10.70

Txt. Ref. 420 960 31.55 5.06 7.78 11.80 11.10

Txt. Glass 420 960 31.76 3.06 11.30 11.20 4.90

Txt. Glass 420 50 7.60 5.66 11.50 14.70 38.40

Flat Ref. 150 50 4.64 1.38 21.50 10.00

Txt. Glass (h1) 150 50 7.56 5.35 13.50 11.90 19.00

Txt. Glass (h2) 150 50 7.74 6.78 11.01 12.10 20.80

Txt. Glass (h3) 150 50 9.22 10.38 5.24 12.50 24.80

Table 7.1: Average weighed reflectivity Rw and the generated photocurrent Jph of solar cells with the

corresponding parasitic absorption in the TCO and Ag layers

Defined texture edges and increased texture height increased the antireflection be-
haviour. Simultaneously, parasitic TCO and Ag absorptions increased. Absorption in
the i-aSi:H layer on highly textured nevertheless increased, most likely due to increased
surface area and thus absorber material volume. state-of-the-art ultra-thin solar cells
with 50 nm TCO and 150 nm i-aSi:H on such highly textured substrates demonstrate
superior performance with the highest Jph (12.5 mA/cm2) in comparison to both the flat
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and textured reference.
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Direct picosecond laser ablation was investigated as an alternative to chemical texturing

glass substrates for the application in thin-film solar cells. Commercially available alumi-

noborosilicate with alkali (Type I), earth alkali (Type II) and soda-lime (Type III) glass

substrates were textured with varying scribing speed and pulse energy. The findings can

be summarised as follows:

• The reference glass composition influences the dimensions of the ablated crater. The

degree of texturing was changed from periodic to random by decreasing the scribing

speed and pulse energy.

• Highly textured substrates showed broadband light scattering into greater angles

in the UV and NIR region. Such textures showed potential to address insufficient

NIR scattering of ion beam etched glass substrates with topologies comparable to

sputtered and post wet-chemical etched AZO.

• Numerical modelling showed that the refractive index change in Type II highly

textured substrates was higher in comparison to the periodically textured samples.

Great refractive index (∆n > 0.05) change on the glass surface increased the reflec-

tion in solar cells layer stack. Decreased refractive index showed a higher impact

than an increased refractive index.

• Raman analysis of the molecular vibration modes suggested that increased three-

and four-fold rings small-fold boroxol rings or alternatively Si-O-Si linkages in Type

II were responsible for the reduced refractive index.

• Annealing the textured substrates reduced the structural changes in highly textured

substrates. This is an advantage, since the subsequent AZO pre-deposition heating

step can also be used to alleviate the laser induced stress and structural modification.

It is also possible that both higher temperatures and longer annealing times might

further enhance the effect. Further investigations should be directed at analysing

whether observed modification before and after annealing are permanent.

• The electrical properties of AZO deposited on periodically and randomly textured

substrates improved and deteriorated in comparison to the reference, respectively.

• The surface morphology of glass surface was changed and indicated by increasing

phase shift with texture. Increased phase shift is attributed to increasing stiffness of

the material, which show a lower thermal expansion coefficient. This is an important
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parameter for lattice mismatch and the results suggest highly textured substrates

might be highly mismatched. This might be a possible explanation for the high

strain and poor electrical properties in AZO. Another major contributor to the AZO

properties is suggested to be the improved uniformity of the periodically textured

substrates in comparison to the highly textured substrates.

• Performance of unoptimised solar cells on laser-textured glass (table 6.1) were com-

parable to optimized solar cells from literature (table 2.2). These are significant

results because optimizing deposition conditions for textured substrates is expected

to enhance the solar cell performance significantly.

• Simulations results showed that the optimal TCO thickness was 50 nm. An antire-

flection behaviour was observed for λ <600 nm resulting from a graded refractive

index at the textured interface and single coating quarter-wavelength. State-of-

the-art ultra-thin solar cells with 50 nm TCO and 150 nm i-aSi:H on such highly

textured substrates demonstrate superior performance with the highest Jph (12.5

mA/cm2) in comparison to both the flat and textured reference (table 7.1).

Future research should be dedicated to identifying the elements in the heat-affected zone

of the glass substrates following ablation. This can for example be achieved by X-ray

photoelectron (XPS). Moreover, experiments should be dedicated to optimising AZO on

textured glass surface to obtain ultra-thin films. The investigations should be directed

towards temperature, power and oxygen partial pressure variation [206]. Transparency

and conductivity of the films can be optimised by adjusting the oxygen pressure in the

deposition process. Oxygen vacancies in AZO lattice act as donors [207] and a high

oxygen content leads to Al2O3 formation resulting in films with high transparency and

low conductivity [208]. Low-oxygen films show the opposite behaviour due to the high

free carrier absorption [206–208].

Pin solar cells showed good results, but further reproducibility investigations are re-

quired. This applies to all investigated solar cells. Nip solar cells structure must addi-

tionally be reconsidered. The used structure consisted of transparent AZO as front and

back contact. State-of-the-art nip solar cells used reflecting back contacts. Use of white

paint on the highly textured substrates could for example be investigated. Alternatively,

laser perforated ultra-thin metal films [209] could be an interesting choice for the back

contact to be investigated. For the µcSi:H solar cells, crystallites must be adjusted for

the differently textured substrates.
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